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Abstract

Byzantine agreement enables n processes to agree on a common L-bit value, despite up to t > 0 arbitrary

failures. A long line of work has been dedicated to improving the bit complexity of Byzantine agreement in

synchrony. This has culminated in COOL, an error-free (deterministically secure against a computationally

unbounded adversary) solution that achieves O(nL + n2 log n) worst-case bit complexity (which is optimal

for L > n log n according to the Dolev-Reischuk lower bound). COOL satisfies strong validity: if all correct

processes propose the same value, only that value can be decided. Whenever correct processes do not agree a

priori (there is no unanimity), they may decide a default value ⊥ from COOL.

Strong validity is, however, not appropriate for today’s state machine replication (SMR) and blockchain

protocols. These systems value progress and require a decided value to always be valid (according to a

predetermined predicate), excluding default decisions (such as ⊥) even in cases where there is no unanimity a

priori. Validated Byzantine agreement satisfies this property (called external validity). Yet, the best error-free

(or even signature-free) validated agreement solutions achieve only O(n2L) bit complexity, a far cry from the

Ω(nL + n2) Dolev-Reishcuk lower bound. Is it possible to bridge this complexity gap?

We answer the question affirmatively. Namely, we present two new synchronous algorithms for validated

Byzantine agreement,HashExt and ErrorFreeExt, with different trade-offs. Both algorithms are (1) signature-

free, (2) optimally resilient (tolerate up to t < n/3 failures), and (3) early-stopping (terminate in O(f + 1)
rounds). On the one hand, HashExt uses only hashes and achieves O(nL + n3κ) bit complexity, which is

optimal for L > n2κ (where κ is the size of a hash). On the other hand, ErrorFreeExt is error-free, using no

cryptography whatsoever, and achieves O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
bit complexity, which is near-optimal for any L.

2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation→ Distributed algorithms
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1 Introduction

Byzantine agreement [82] is arguably the most important problem of distributed computing. It lies

at the heart of state machine replication (SMR) [13, 32, 80, 1, 16, 79, 110, 92, 94] and blockchain

systems [90, 28, 8, 64, 9, 46, 45]. Additionally, Byzantine agreement plays an essential role in

cryptographic protocols such as multi-party computation [65, 23, 74, 21, 61, 33].

Byzantine agreement operates among n processes, out of which up to t < n can be corrupted

by the adversary. A corrupted process is said to be faulty and can behave arbitrarily; a non-faulty

process is said to be correct and follows the prescribed protocol. Let Value denote the set of L-bit
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2 Efficient Signature-Free Validated Agreement

values. (As this paper is concerned with multi-valued Byzantine agreement, we set no restrictions

on the cardinality of the Value set.) During the agreement protocol, each process proposes exactly

one value, and eventually the protocol outputs a single decision, as per the following interface:

request propose(v ∈ Value) : a process proposes an L-bit value v.

indication decide(v′ ∈ Value): a process decides an L-bit value v′
.

Intuitively, Byzantine agreement ensures that all correct processes agree on the same admissible

value. (We formally define the properties of Byzantine agreement in the later part of this section.)

Practical notion of value-admissibility. A critical question in designing practical Byzantine

agreement algorithms is which values should be considered admissible. Traditionally, Byzantine

agreement algorithms treated the proposals of correct processes as admissible. Consequently, they

have focused on properties like strong validity [10, 35, 97]: if every correct process proposes the

same value v, then v is the only possible decision. Notice that in such cases, if even one correct

process proposes a value different from the (same) value held by all other n − 1 processes, it is

perfectly legal to decide some default “null op” value (e.g., ⊥); it is also perfectly legal to decide a

value that is “nonsense” from the perspective of the underlying application. Thus, unless all correct

processes agree a priori, Byzantine agreement algorithms with strong validity are not guaranteed to

make any “real” progress.

Manymodern applications may require a stronger requirement: even if correct processes propose

different values, the resulting decision should still adhere to some validity test, ensuring that the

decision is not “wasted”. Such a condition is usually called external validity [29, 84, 88, 105, 10, 114,

62, 87, 104]: any decided value must be valid according to a predetermined logical predicate. We

underline that the external validity property is prevalent in today’s blockchain systems. Indeed, as

long as a produced block is valid (e.g., no double-spending), the block can safely be added to the

chain (irrespectively of who produced it).
1

Synchronous validated agreement. We study validated agreement, a variant of the Byzantine

agreement problem satisfying the external validity property, in the standard synchronous setting.

Formally, let valid : Value → {true, false} be any predetermined predicate. Importantly, correct

processes propose valid values. The following properties are guaranteed by validated agreement:

Agreement: No two correct processes decide different values.

Integrity: No correct process decides more than once.

Termination: All correct processes eventually decide.

Strong validity: If all correct processes propose the same value v, then no correct process decides

any value v′ ̸= v.

External validity: If a correct process decides a value v, then valid(v) = true.
We underline that validated agreement algorithms usually do not satisfy strong validity (but only

external validity). Additionally, we emphasize that obtaining an agreement algorithm A⋆
that

satisfies both strong and external validity is straightforward given (1) an agreement algorithm A1
satisfying only strong validity, and (2) an agreement algorithm A2 satisfying only external validity.

Indeed, to obtain A⋆
, processes run A1 and A2 in parallel. Then, processes decide (1) the value of

A1 if that value is valid, or (2) the value of A2 otherwise.

Complexity of synchronous validated agreement. There exist two dominant worst-case

complexity metrics when analyzing any synchronous validated agreement algorithm: (1) the bit

complexity, the total number of bits correct processes send, and (2) the round complexity, the number

of synchronous rounds it takes for all correct processes to decide (and halt). The lower bound

1

Let us underline that real-world blockchain systems might be concerned with fairness, thus making the question of

“who produced a block” important. However, this work does not focus on fairness (or any similar topic [69, 73]).
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on the bit complexity of validated agreement is Ω(nL + n2): (1) the “nL” term comes from the

fact that each correct process needs to receive the decided value, and (2) the “n2
” term comes

from the seminal Dolev-Reischuk bound [53] stating that even agreeing on a single bit requires

Ω(n2) exchanged bits. We emphasize that the Ω(nL + n2) lower bound holds even in failure-free

executions in the signature-free world (with signatures, the bound does not hold [105]). The lower

bound on the round complexity is Ω(f + 1) [54], where f ≤ t denotes the actual number of failures.

If an algorithm achieves O(f + 1) round complexity, it is said that the algorithm is early-stopping.
2

State-of-the-art. The most efficient known validated agreement algorithm is Ada-Dare [38].

Ada-Dare achieves O(nL + n2κ) bit complexity (optimal for L > nκ), where κ denotes a security

parameter. However, Ada-Dare internally utilizes threshold signatures [101]. (We emphasize that

if t < n/3, some partially synchronous authenticated algorithms [111, 31] can trivially be adapted

to achieve O(nL + n2κ) bit complexity in synchrony; Ada-Dare tolerates up to t < n/2 failures.)

Perhaps surprisingly, the best signature-free validated agreement algorithms [85, 24, 42, 35] still

achieve only O(n2L) bit complexity, a far cry from the Ω(nL + n2) lower bound.
The fact that no efficient signature-free validated agreement is known becomes even more sur-

prising when considering that optimal signature-free algorithms exist for the “traditional” Byzantine

agreement problem. COOL [35] is a Byzantine agreement algorithm satisfying (only) strong validity

while exchanging O(nL+n2 log n) bits. Although it was not the goal of the COOL algorithm, COOL

can trivially achieve early-stopping (by internally utilizing an early-stopping binary agreement

such as [85]). In addition, COOL is optimally resilient (tolerates up to t < n/3 failures). Importantly,

COOL uses no cryptography whatsoever: we say that COOL is error-free as it is deterministically

secure against a computationally unbounded adversary.

Is there a fundamental complexity gap between external and strong validity in the signature-free

world? Can signature-free validated agreement be solved efficiently in synchrony? These are the

questions we study in this paper.

1.1 Contributions

In this paper, we present the first validated agreement algorithms achieving o(n2L) bit complexity

without signatures:

First, we introduce HashExt, a hash-based algorithm that exchanges O(nL+n3κ) bits (optimal

for L > n2κ), where κ denotes the size of a hash.

Second, we provide ErrorFreeExt, an error-free (i.e., cryptography-free) solution that achieves

O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
bit complexity and is thus nearly-optimal.

Importantly, both HashExt and ErrorFreeExt are (1) optimally resilient (tolerate up to t < n/3
failures), and (2) early-stopping (terminate in O(f + 1) synchronous rounds). A comparison of our

new algorithms with the state-of-the-art can be found in Table 1.

1.2 Overview & Technical Challenges

Why is efficient validated agreement hard? To solve the validated agreement problem (i.e., to

satisfy external validity), a decided value must be valid. Therefore, a validated agreement algorithm

needs to ensure that it is operating on (or converging to) a valid value. If the value (in its entirety)

is attached to every message, satisfying external validity is (relatively) simple: each message can be

individually validated and invalid messages can be ignored. Unfortunately, attaching an L-bit value

to each message is inherently expensive, yielding a sub-optimal bit complexity of Ω(n2L).

2

We consider only asymptotic early-stopping (as in [85]) instead of strict early stopping (as in [54]) that requires

termination in exactly f + 2 rounds.
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Protocol Validity Bit complexity Resilience Cryptography

COOL [35, 85] S O(nL + n2 log n) n > 3t None

Parallel COOL [35, 85] IC→ (S + E) O(n2L + n3 log n) n > 3t None

Ada-Dareic [38] IC→ (S + E) O(n2L + n2κ) n > 2t Threshold Sign.

Ada-Daresv [38] S + E O(nL + n2κ) n > 2t Threshold Sign.

HashExt S + E O(nL + n3κ) n > 3t Hash

ErrorFreeExt S + E O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
n > 3t None

Lower bound [53, 41] Any Ω(nL + n2) t ∈ Ω(n) Any

Table 1 Performance of deterministic synchronous agreement algorithms with L-bit values and κ-bit

security parameter. S stands for “strong validity”, E stands for “external validity”, and IC stands for “interactive

consistency” (where processes agree on the proposals of all processes). (There exists a trivial reduction from

IC to S + E, where each correct process decides the most represented valid value in the decided vector. Hence,

we write that IC implies S + E.) All considered algorithms are early-stopping, except for Ada-Dareic and

Ada-Daresv (whose goal was not early-stopping). Randomized algorithms are discussed in §5.

To avoid attaching an L-bit value to each message, the most efficient solutions to validated

agreement (designed for arbitrary-sized values) involve coding techniques, where an L-bit value is

split into n different shares of O( L
n + log n) size. The goal is to (somehow) reach agreement on a

valid value using O(n2) messages of O( L
n + log n) bits, for a total of O(nL + n2 log n) exchanged

bits. However, this “coding-based” design introduces a new challenge. How can a process that

only holds one share (or constantly many shares) know that the corresponding value is valid?

For example, to check if a split value v is valid, correct processes might attempt to reconstruct

it, expending O(nL + n2 log n) bits in the process (as reconstruction is expensive). Since there

may be (in the worst case) up to t ∈ Ω(n) invalid values (from as many faulty processes), this

reconstruction process might have to be repeated many times before a valid value is found, resulting

in (say) sub-optimal O(n2L + n3 log n) total communication.

Overview of HashExt. To overview HashExt’s design, we first revisit how efficient signature-

based validated agreement is solved (see, e.g., [38]). In the signature-based paradigm, efficient

validated agreement algorithms adopt the following approach: (1) First, each process disseminates

its value (using coding techniques) and obtains a proof of retriveability (PoR). A PoR is a cryptographic

object containing a digest (of a value) and proving that (i) the pre-image of the digest can be retrieved

by all correct processes, and (ii) the pre-image of the digest is valid. (2) Second, processes agree on a

single PoR. (3) Third, processes retrieve a value corresponding to the agreed-upon PoR. Importantly,

each PoR must be “self-certifying”: once a correct process obtains an alleged PoR, the process must

be able to determine if the PoR is valid to be sure that if this PoR gets decided in the second step,

a valid value can be retrieved. That is why PoRs are usually implemented using signatures: if a

PoR contains a signature-based certificate, processes can be confident in its validity. Due to this

“self-certifying” nature of PoRs, it seems challenging to adapt them to the signature-free world.

To design a hash-based validated agreement algorithm HashExt, we (roughly) follow the

aforementioned three-step approach with one fundamental difference: HashExt utilizes implicit

(“non-self-certyfing”) PoRs. Given any observed digest d, a correct process executing HashExt can

determine if (1) the pre-image v of digest d can be retrieved, and (2) v is valid. There is no proof

that the valid pre-image can be retrieved – only the protocol design ensures this guarantee.

Overview of ErrorFreeExt. To implement ErrorFreeExt, our error-free (cryptography-free)

near-optimal solution, we rely on a recursive structure – carefully adapting to long values the

recursive design proposed by [24, 42, 85, 95] that is only concerned with constant-sized values.

At each recursive iteration with n processes, processes are partitioned into two halves that run

the algorithm among n/2 processes. Moreover, each recursive iteration exhibits “additional work”
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through the graded consensus [20, 2] primitive. Intuitively, the graded consensus primitive reconciles

decisions made by two distinct halves to ensure that all processes agree on a unique valid value.

Due to the recursive nature of ErrorFreeExt, its bit complexity depends on the complexity of

graded consensus. To obtain ErrorFreeExt’s near-optimal O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
bit complexity, we

observe that a graded consensus algorithm with O(nL + n2 log n) bits can be derived from the

“reducing” technique introduced by the previously mentioned COOL [35] protocol.
3

Roadmap. We define the system model and introduce some preliminaries in §2. We present

HashExt in §3, whereas ErrorFreeExt is introduced in §4. Finally, we discuss related work in §5.

Omitted pseudocode and detailed proofs are relegated to the optional appendix.

2 System Model & Preliminaries

2.1 System Model

Processes. We consider a static set Π = {p1, p2, ..., pn} of n processes, where each process acts as a

deterministic state machine. Our HashExt (resp., ErrorFreeExt) algorithm implements validated

agreement against a computationally bounded (resp., unbounded) adversary that can corrupt up to

t < n/3 processes at any time during an execution. (We underline that no signature-free agreement

algorithm can tolerate n/3 or more failures [83], disregarding the restricted-resource model [60]

that allows for a higher corruption threshold.) A corrupted process is said to be faulty; a non-faulty

process is said to be correct. We denote by f ≤ t the actual number of faulty processes; we emphasize

that f is not known.

Stopping. Each correct process can invoke a special stop request while executing any protocol.

Once a correct process stops executing a protocol, it ceases taking any steps (e.g., sending and

receiving messages).

Communication network. Processes communicate by exchanging messages over an authenticated

point-to-point network. The communication network is reliable: if a correct process sends a message

to a correct process, the message is eventually received.

Synchrony. We assume the standard synchronous environment in which the computation unfolds

in synchronous δ-long rounds, where δ denotes the known upper bound on message delays. In each

round 1, 2, ... ∈ N, each process (1) performs (deterministic) local computations, (2) sends (possibly

different) messages to (a subset of) the other processes, and (3) receives the messages sent to it by

the end of the round.

2.2 Complexity Measures

Let Agreement be any synchronous validated agreement algorithm, and let E(Agreement) denote
the set of Agreement’s executions. Let α ∈ E(Agreement) be any execution. The bit complexity

of α is the number of bits correct processes collectively send throughout α. The bit complexity of

Agreement is then defined as

max
α∈E(Agreement)

{
the bit complexity of α

}
.

3

A similar observation has recently been made for (balanced) synchronous gradecast, a sender-oriented counterpart

to graded consensus [19].
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Similarly, the latency complexity of α is the time it takes for all correct processes to decide and stop

in α. The latency complexity of Agreement is then defined as

max
α∈E(Agreement)

{
the latency complexity of α

}
.

We say that Agreement satisfies early stopping if and only if the latency complexity of Agreement
belongs to O

(
(f + 1)δ

)
. Note that the maximum number of rounds Agreement requires to decide –

the round complexity of Agreement – is equal to the latency complexity of Agreement divided by δ.

Throughout the paper, we use the latency and round complexity interchangeably.

2.3 Building Blocks

This subsection overviews building blocks utilized in both HashExt and ErrorFreeExt.

Reed-Solomon codes [100]. HashExt and ErrorFreeExt rely on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [100].

We useRSEnc andRSDec to denote RS’ encoding and decoding algorithms. In brief,RSEnc(M, m, k)
takes as input a message M consisting of k symbols, treats it as a polynomial of degree k − 1, and
outputs m evaluations of the corresponding polynomial. Similarly, RSDec(k, r, T ) takes as input a
set of symbols T (some of the symbols might be incorrect) and outputs a degree k − 1 polynomial

(i.e., k symbols) by correcting up to r errors (incorrect symbols) in T . Note that RSDec can correct

up to r errors in T and output the original message given that |T | ≥ k + 2r [91]. Importantly, the

bit-size of an RS symbol obtained by the RSEnc(M, m, k) algorithm is O( |M |
k + log m), where |M |

denotes the bit-size of the message M .

Graded consensus [20, 2]. Both HashExt and ErrorFreeExt make extensive use of graded con-

sensus (also known as Adopt-Commit [51]), whose formal specification is given in Module 1. In brief,

graded consensus allows processes to propose their input value from the GC_Value set and decide on
some value from the GC_Value set with some binary grade. The graded consensus primitive ensures

agreement among correct processes only if some correct process decides a value with (higher)

grade 1. If no correct process decides with grade 1, graded consensus allows correct processes

to disagree. (Thus, graded consensus is a weaker problem than validated agreement.) HashExt

employs the graded consensus primitive on hash values (GC_Value ≡ the set of all hash values).

On the other hand, ErrorFreeExt utilizes graded consensus on values proposed to validated

agreement (GC_Value ≡ Value).

Module 1 Graded consensus

Events:

request propose(v ∈ GC_Value): a process proposes a value v ∈ GC_Value.
indication decide(v′ ∈ GC_Value, g′ ∈ {0, 1}): a process decides a value v′ ∈ GC_Value with a grade g′

.

Assumed behavior:

Every correct process proposes exactly once.

All correct processes propose simultaneously (i.e., in the same round). (We revisit this assumption for the

graded consensus primitive employed in ErrorFreeExt; see §4.3.)

Properties:

Strong validity: If all correct processes propose the same value v and a correct process decides a pair (v′, g′),
then v′ = v and g′ = 1.
Justification: If a correct process decides a pair (v′, ·), then v′

was proposed by a correct process.

Consistency: If any correct process decides a pair (v, 1), then no correct process decides any pair (v′ ̸= v, ·).
Integrity: No correct process decides more than once.

Termination: All correct processes decide simultaneously (i.e., in the same round). (The “simultaneous”

termination is revisited in the graded consensus primitive employed in ErrorFreeExt; see §4.3.)
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3 HashExt: Optimal Early-Stopping Hash-Based Solution

In this section, we present HashExt, our hash-based validated Byzantine agreement solution that

achieves O(nL + n3κ) bit complexity, which is optimal for L ≥ n2κ (κ denotes the size of a hash

value). Additionally, HashExt is (1) optimally resilient as it tolerates up to t < n/3 faults, and (2)

early-stopping as it terminates in O
(
(f + 1)δ

)
time (i.e., O(f + 1) synchronous rounds).

We start by introducing the building blocks of HashExt (§3.1). Then, we present HashExt’s

pseudocode (§3.2). Finally, we present a proof sketch of HashExt’s correctness and complexity

(§3.3). We relegate a proof of HashExt’s correctness and complexity to Appendix B.

3.1 Building Blocks

Digests. We assume a collision-resistant function digest : Value → Digest ≡ {0, 1}κ
, where

κ is a security parameter. Concretely, the digest(v ∈ Value) function performs the following

steps: (1) it encodes value v into n RS symbols [m1, m2, ..., mn] ← RSEnc(v, n, t + 1); (2) it
aggregates [m1, m2, ..., mn] into an accumulation value zv using the Merkle-tree-based (i.e., hash-

based) cryptographic accumulator [93] (see Appendix B.1); (3) it returns zv . Note that, as we employ

hash-based Merkle trees, an accumulation value zv is a hash. The formal definition of the digest(·)
function can be found in Appendix B.1.

Data dissemination. The formal specification of the data dissemination primitive is given in

Module 2. Intuitively, the data dissemination primitive allows all correct processes to obtain the

same value v⋆
assuming that (1) all correct processes a priori agree on the digest d⋆

of value v⋆

(even if processes do not know the pre-image v⋆
of d⋆

a priori), and (2) at least one correct process

initially holds the pre-image v⋆
. We relegate the implementation of the data dissemination primitive

to Appendix B.2. In brief, the implementation heavily relies on Merkle-tree-based accumulators

(see Appendix B.1) and it exchanges O(nL + n2κ log n) bits while terminating in 2δ time.

Module 2 Data dissemination

Events:

request input(v ∈ Value ∪ {⊥}, d ∈ Digest): a process inputs a value v (or ⊥) and a digest d.
request output(v′ ∈ Value): a process outputs a value v′

.

Assumed behavior:

All correct processes input a pair. We underline that correct processes might not input their values simultane-

ously (i.e., at the exact same round).

No correct process stops unless it has previously output a value.

There exists a value v⋆ ∈ Value (v⋆ ̸= ⊥) and a digest d⋆ = digest(v⋆) such that:

If any correct process inputs a pair (v ∈ Value, ·), then v = v⋆
.

If any correct process inputs a pair (·, d ∈ Digest), then d = d⋆
.

At least one correct process inputs a pair (v⋆, d⋆).

Properties:

Safety: If any correct process outputs a value v, then v = v⋆
.

Liveness: Let τ be the first time by which all correct processes have input a pair. Then, every correct process

outputs a value by time τ + 2δ.
Integrity: No correct process outputs a value unless it has previously input a pair.

3.2 Pseudocode

The pseudocode of HashExt is given in Algorithm 1.

Key idea. The crucial idea behind HashExt is to ensure that all correct processes agree on a digest

d⋆
of a valid value v⋆

such that at least one correct process knows the pre-image v⋆
of d⋆

. To solve

validated agreement, it then suffices to utilize the data dissemination primitive (see Module 2): if
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(1) all correct processes input the same digest d⋆
, and (2) at least one correct process inputs the

pre-image v⋆
of d⋆

, then all correct processes agree on the (valid) value v⋆
. Given that the data

dissemination primitive exchanges O(nL + n2κ log n) bits and terminates in 2 rounds, HashExt

dedicates O(n3κ) bits and O(f + 1) rounds to agreeing on digest d⋆
.

Protocol description. HashExt internally utilizes an instance DD of the data dissemination

primitive. We design HashExt in a view-based manner: HashExt operates in (at most) f + 1 views,

where each view V has its leader leader(V ) = pV .
4
Each view V internally uses two instances

GC1[V ] and GC2[V ] of the graded consensus primitive (see Module 1) that operates on digests.

We say that a correct process pi commits a digest d in view V if and only if pi invokes

DD.input(·, d) in view V (line 44). Each correct process pi maintains four important local variables:

lockedi (line 6): holds a digest (or ⊥) on which pi is currently “locked on”.

votei (line 7): holds a digest (or ⊥) currently supported by pi.

known_valuesi[D], for every digest D (line 9): holds the pre-image of digest D observed by pi.

acceptedi[V ], for every view V (line 10): holds the set of digest that are “accepted” in view V .

Let pi be any correct process. Each view V operates in four steps:

1. Process pi proposes lockedi to GC1[V ] and decides a pair (d1, g1) (line 16). Intuitively, if d1 ̸= ⊥
and g1 = 1, pi sticks with digest d1 throughout the view as it is possible that some other correct

process has previously committed digest d1. (Hence, not sticking with digest d1 in view V might

be dangerous as it could lead to a disagreement on committed digests.)

2. Here, the leader of view V (if correct) aims to enable all correct processes to commit a digest in

view V . Specifically, the leader behaves in the following manner:

If it decided a non-⊥ digest from GC1[V ], then the leader disseminates the digest (line 20).

Otherwise, the leader disseminates its proposal (line 22).

Process pi behaves according to the following logic:

If pi decided a non-⊥ digest d with grade 1 from GC1[V ] (d1 = d ̸= ⊥ and g1 = 1; see the
rule at line 23), then pi supports digest d by broadcasting a support message for d (line 24).

If pi decided ⊥ from GC1[V ], then pi supports a digest d by broadcasting a support message

for d (line 27 or line 30) if (1) it receives digest d from the leader and pi accepted d in any

previous view (line 26), or (2) it receives a valid value v from the leader such that digest(v) = d

(line 28). If the latter case applies, process pi “observes” the pre-image v of digest d (line 29).

3. Process pi accepts a digest d in view V if it receives a supportmessage for d from t+1 processes

(line 33). Moreover, process pi updates its votei variable to a digest d if it receives a support

message for d from 2t + 1 processes (line 35). Otherwise, process pi sets its votei variable to ⊥
(line 37). Observe that if any correct process pj updates its votej variable to a digest d, then

every correct process pk accepts d in view V . Indeed, as pj receives a support message for

digest d from at least 2t + 1 processes out of which at least t + 1 are correct, it is guaranteed

that pk receives a support message for d from at least t + 1 processes.

4. Process pi proposes votei to GC2[V ] and decides a pair (d2, g2). If d2 ̸= ⊥, process pi updates its

lockedi variable to d2 (line 41). Additionally, if g2 = 1, then pi commits d2 (line 44). Importantly,

if any correct process pj commits a digest d ̸= ⊥ in view V , every correct process pk updates

its lockedk variable to d. Indeed, as pj commits d, it decides (d ̸= ⊥, 1) from GC2[V ]. The
consistency property of GC2[V ] ensures that each correct process pk decides d from GC2[V ].

We emphasize that if process pi commits a digest in some view V , process pi does not execute

any view greater than V + 1 (line 14). Moreover, if pi commits in view V < t + 1, then process

pi necessarily completes view V + 1 before stopping (line 48). Importantly, process pi completes

view V + 1 after exactly 6 rounds have elapsed. Let us elaborate. As some correct process pj ̸= pi

4

HashExt elects leaders in a round-robin fashion.
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Algorithm 1 HashExt: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Uses:

2: Graded consensus, instances GC1[V ], GC2[V ], for each view V ∈ [1, t + 1] ▷ bits: O(n2κ); rounds: 2
3: Data dissemination, instance DD ▷ bits: O(nL + n2κ log n); rounds: 2

4: Local variables:

5: Value vi ← pi’s proposal

6: Digest lockedi ← ⊥ ▷ locked digest

7: Digest votei ← ⊥ ▷ digest to be voted for

8: View committeed_viewi ← ⊥
9: Map(Digest→ Value) known_valuesi ← {⊥,⊥, ...,⊥} ▷ values corresponding to digests

10: Map(View→ Set(Digest)) acceptedi ← {∅, ∅, ..., ∅} ▷ accepted digests per view

11: – Task 1 –

12: for each view V ∈ [1, t + 1]:
13: if committed_viewi ̸= ⊥ and commited_viewi + 1 = V : complete the view after 6 synchronous rounds

14: if commited_viewi ̸= ⊥ and V > committed_viewi + 1: do not execute the view

15: Step 1 of view V : ▷ 2 synchronous rounds

16: Let (d1 ∈ Digest ∪ {⊥}, g1 ∈ {0, 1})← GC1[V ].propose(lockedi)
17: Step 2 of view V : ▷ 2 synchronous round

18: if pi = leader(V ):
19: if d1 ̸= ⊥: ▷ check if a non-⊥ digest is decided from GC1[V ]
20: broadcast d1 ▷ broadcast a non-⊥ digest decided from GC1[V ]
21: else:

22: broadcast vi ▷ broadcast the proposed value

23: if d1 ̸= ⊥ and g1 = 1:
24: broadcast ⟨support, d1⟩
25: else:

26: if dl ∈ Digest is received from leader(V ) and a view V ′ < V exists with dl ∈ accepted[V ′]:
27: broadcast ⟨support, dl⟩
28: else if vl ∈ Value is received from leader(V ) such that valid(vl) = true:
29: known_values[digest(vl)]← vl

30: broadcast ⟨support, digest(vl)⟩
31: Step 3 of view V : ▷ 0 synchronous round (only local computation)

32: if exists d ∈ Digest such that a ⟨support, d⟩ message is received from t + 1 processes:

33: acceptedi[V ]← acceptedi[V ] ∪ {d}
34: if exists d ∈ Digest such that a ⟨support, d⟩ message is received from 2t + 1 processes:

35: votei ← d
36: else:

37: votei ← ⊥
38: Step 4 of view V : ▷ 2 synchronous rounds

39: Let (d2 ∈ Digest ∪ {⊥}, g2 ∈ {0, 1})← GC2[V ].propose(votei)
40: if d2 ̸= ⊥: ▷ check if a non-⊥ digest is decided from GC2[V ]
41: lockedi ← d2 ▷ digest d2 is locked as some correct process might commit it

42: if g2 = 1 and committed_viewi = ⊥: ▷ check if digest d2 is decided with grade 1
43: committed_viewi ← V
44: invoke DD.input(known_values[d2], d2) ▷ commit digest d2

45: – Task 2 – ▷ executed in a separate thread

46: upon DD.output(v′ ∈ Value):
47: trigger decide(v′)
48: wait for view committed_viewi + 1 to be completed (if not yet and if committed_viewi + 1 ≤ t + 1)
49: trigger stop ▷ process pi stops HashExt
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might never enter view V + 1 (since it has committed in a view smaller than view V ), it is possible

that not all correct processes participate in view V + 1. This implies that utilized graded consensus

instances might never complete, which further means that process pi can forever be stuck executing

a graded consensus instance in view V + 1. To avoid this scenario, process pi completes view V + 1
after 6 rounds irrespectively of which step of view V + 1 pi is in after 6 rounds. Finally, once pi

outputs a value v′
from DD (and completes the aforementioned “next view”), pi decides v′

(line 47)

and stops executing HashExt (line 49).

3.3 Proof Sketch

This subsection provides a proof sketch of the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 1. HashExt (Algorithm 1) is a hash-based early-stopping validated agreement algorithm

with O(nL + n3κ) bit complexity.

Our proof sketch focuses on the crucial intermediate guarantees ensured by HashExt. Recall that a

formal proof of Theorem 1 is relegated to Appendix B.

Preventing disagreement on committed digests. First, we show that correct processes do not

disagree on committed digests. Let V denote the first view in which a correct process commits;

let d⋆
be the committed digest. No correct process commits any non-d⋆

digest in view V due to

the consistency property of GC2[V]: it is impossible for correct processes to decide different values

from GC2[V] with grade 1.
If V < t + 1, HashExt prevents any non-d⋆

digest to be committed in any view greater than

V . Specifically, HashExt guarantees that all correct processes commit d⋆
(and no other digest) by

the end of view V + 1. The consistency property of GC2[V] ensures that every correct process pi

updates its lockedi variable to d⋆
at the end of view V . Therefore, all correct processes propose d⋆

to GC1[V + 1], which implies that all correct processes decide (d⋆, 1) from GC1[V + 1] (due to the

strong validity property of GC1[V + 1]). Hence, all correct processes broadcast a support message

for digest d⋆
(line 24), which further implies that all correct processes propose d⋆

to GC2[V + 1].
Finally, the strong validity property of GC2[V + 1] ensures that all correct processes decide (d⋆, 1)
from GC2[V + 1] and thus commit d⋆

by the end of view V + 1.

Ensuring eventual agreement on the committed digest. Second, we prove that an agreement

on the committed digest eventually occurs. Concretely, we now show that all correct processes

commit a digest by the end of the first view whose leader is correct. Let that view be denoted by

Vl ∈ [1, f + 1] and let pVl
be the leader of Vl. If any correct process commits a digest in any view

smaller than Vl, then all correct processes commit the same digest by the end of view Vl due to the

argument from the previous paragraph. Hence, suppose no correct process commits any digest in

any view preceding view Vl. We distinguish two scenarios:

Let pVl
decide a digest d ̸= ⊥ from GC1[Vl]. Crucially, the justification property of GC1[Vl]

ensures that d ̸= ⊥ is proposed by some correct process pj . Hence, the value of the lockedj

variable is d at the beginning of view Vl. Let V ′ < Vl denote the view in which pj updates

lockedj to d upon deciding d ̸= ⊥ from GC2[V ′]. Again, the justification property of GC2[V ′]
guarantees that a correct process proposed d to GC2[V ′] upon receiving 2t+1 supportmessages

for d. As at least t + 1 such messages are received from correct processes, every correct process

accepts digest d in view V ′
.

In this case, process pVl
broadcasts digest d in Step 2. We show that all correct processes

broadcast a support message for digest d. Consider any correct process pi. We study two

possible cases:
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Let pi decide a non-⊥ digest d′
with grade 1 from GC1[Vl]. In this case, the consistency

property of GC1[Vl] ensures that d = d′
. Thus, process pi sends a supportmessage for digest

d (line 24).

Let pi decide ⊥ or with grade 0 from GC1[Vl]. In this case, process pi sends a support

message for digest d (line 27) as (1) it receives d from pVl
, and (2) it accepts d in view V ′ < Vl.

Let pVl
decide ⊥ from GC1[Vl]. Note that this implies that no correct process decides a non-⊥

digest with grade 1 from GC1[Vl] (due to the consistency property of GC1[Vl]). Hence, process
pVl

broadcasts its valid value v, which then implies that all correct processes send a support

message for digest d = digest(v) (line 30).
Hence, there exists a digest d for which all correct processes express their support in both cases.

Therefore, all correct processes propose d to GC2[Vl]. Finally, the strong validity property ensures

that all correct processes decide (d, 1) from GC2[Vl] and thus commit digest d in view Vl.

Ensuring that some correct process knows the valid pre-image of the committed digest.

We show how HashExt enables processes to “obtain” implicit PoRs (see §1). Let d⋆
denote the

(unique) committed digest. For d⋆
to be committed, there exists a correct process that sends a

support message for d⋆
in a view in which d⋆

is committed (due to the justification property of

GC2[V ], for every view V ). Therefore, it suffices to show that the first correct process to ever send

a support message for d⋆
(or any other digest) does so at line 30 upon receiving valid value v⋆

with

digest(v⋆) = d⋆
. Let pi denote the first process to send a support message for digest d⋆

and let it

do so in some view V . We study if pi could have sent the message at lines 24 and 27:

Process pi could not have sent the support message at line 24 as this would imply that pi is

not the first correct process to send the message for d⋆
. The justification property of GC1[V ]

ensures that some correct process pj has its lockedj variable set to d⋆
at the beginning of view

V . For process pj to update its lockedj variable to d⋆
in some view V ′ < V , there must exist a

correct process that sends a supportmessage for d⋆
in view V ′

(due to the justification property

of GC2[V ′]). Therefore, pi cannot be the first correct process to send a support message for d⋆
.

Process pi could not have sent the support message at line 27 as this would also imply that pi

is not the first correct process to send the message for d⋆
. Indeed, for the message to be sent

at line 27, process pi accepts d⋆
in some view V ′ < V , which implies that at least one correct

process sends a support message for d⋆
in view V ′

.

Hence, pi must have sent the message at line 30, which implies that pi knows the pre-image v⋆
of

digest d⋆
and that v⋆

is valid (due to the check at line 28).

Correctness. The previous three intermediate results show that the preconditions of DD (see

Module 2) are satisfied, which implies that DD behaves according to its specification. Hence, all

correct processes decide the same valid value from HashExt due to the properties of DD.
Complexity. Each view with a non-correct leader exchanges O(n2κ) bits. Moreover, each view

with a correct leader exchanges O(nL + n2κ) bits. As DD exchanges O(nL + n2κ log n) bits
and it is ensured that only O(1) views with correct leaders are executed, HashExt exchanges

O(nL+n2κ)+n ·O(n2κ)+O(nL+n2κ log n) = O(nL+n3κ) bits. (As we prove in Appendix B,

a tight analysis shows that HashExt’s bit complexity is actually O(nL + n2(f + log n)κ).)
As all correct processes start DD at the end of the first view with a correct leader (at the latest),

all correct processes input to DD in O(f + 1) rounds (recall that each view has 6 rounds). Since

DD guarantees agreement in 2 rounds, all correct decide and stop in O(f + 1) rounds.
On the lack of strong validity. Note that HashExt as presented in Algorithm 1 does not satisfy

strong validity. Indeed, even if all correct processes propose the same value v, it is possible that

correct processes agree on a value v′
proposed by a faulty leader. However, as specified in §1, it is

trivial to modify HashExt to obtain an early-stopping algorithm with both strong and external

validity that exchanges O(nL + n3κ) bits. Indeed, this can be done by running in parallel (1) the
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current (without strong validity) implementation of HashExt, and (2) the error-free early-stopping

COOL [35, 85] protocol with only strong validity.

4 ErrorFreeExt: Near-Optimal Early-Stopping Error-Free Solution

This section presents ErrorFreeExt, an error-free validated Byzantine agreement algorithm that

achieves (1) O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
bit complexity, and (2) early stopping. In addition, ErrorFreeExt

is optimally resilient (tolerates up to t < n/3 Byzantine processes).

We start by introducing ErrorFreeExt’s building blocks (§4.1). To introduce ErrorFreeExt’s

recursive structure, we first show how (a simplified version of) the recursive structure yields a

near-optimal validated agreement without early-stopping – SlowExt (§4.2). Then, we present

ErrorFreeExt’s pseudocode (§4.3). Finally, we give a proof sketch of ErrorFreeExt’s correctness

and complexity (§4.4). We relegate a formal proof to Appendix C.

4.1 Building Blocks

We now overview the building blocks of ErrorFreeExt. Given ErrorFreeExt’s recursive structure,

the specification of each building block explicitly states its participants (to increase the clarity).

Moreover, given that building blocks might be executed among overly corrupted set of participants

(due to the recursion), each building block explicitly states what properties are ensured given the

level of corruption among its participants.

Committee broadcast. The formal specification of the committee broadcast primitive is given in

Module 3. Committee broadcast is concerned with two sets of processes: (1) Entire ⊆ Π, and (2)

Committee ⊆ Entire. Moreover, the primitive is associated with a validated Byzantine agreement

algorithm VA to be executed among processes in Committee. Intuitively, the committee broadcast

primitive ensures the following: (1) correct processes in Committee agree on the same value using

the VA algorithm (given that Committee is not overly corrupted), and (2) correct processes in

Committee disseminate the previously agreed-upon value to all processes in Entire. We underline

that the totality property of committee broadcast (deliberately written in orange in Module 3) is

important only for ErrorFreeExt’s early-stopping, i.e., it can be ignored for SlowExt (in §4.2).

Finisher. The formal specification of the finisher primitive is given in Module 4. Finisher is executed

among a set Entire ⊆ Π of processes. Each process inputs a pair (v ∈ Value, g ∈ {0, 1}), where
v is a value and g is a binary grade. In brief, finisher ensures that all correct processes output

the same value if all correct processes input the same value with grade 1 (the liveness property).

Moreover, finisher ensures totality: if any correct process outputs a value, then all correct processes

output the same value. We emphasize that the finisher primitive is introduced only for achieving

early-stopping in ErrorFreeExt, i.e., it plays no role in SlowExt.

4.2 SlowExt: Achieving Near-Optimality Without Early-Stopping

Wisdom of the ancients. As mentioned in §1.2, the problem with the sequential reconstructive

approach is that, by allowing each Byzantine process to impose its own value, we can end up with

f = t ∈ O(n) (wasted) reconstructions of invalid values (with O(n2) messages each), for a total

of O(n3) messages. Making an analogy to a parliamentary system (e.g., of some island in ancient

Greece [81]), this is the equivalent of allowing every single member of parliament to present their

proposal to all others. This is somewhat wasteful. In many modern parliamentary systems, since

time is limited, proposals are first filtered internally within each party before each party presents

one proposal to the whole assembly. Hence, no matter how many bad proposals a party might have

internally, the whole assembly only discusses one per party. The cost of dealing with bad actors
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Module 3 Committee broadcast ⟨Entire, Committee,VA⟩
Participants:

Entire ⊆ Π; let x = |Entire| and let x′
be the greatest integer smaller than x/3.

Committee ⊆ Entire; let y = |Committee|, let y′
be the greatest integer smaller than y/3 and let f ′

be the

actual number of faulty processes in Committee.

Utilized validated agreement among Committee:
VA; let LVA(y, f ′) denote the worst-case latency complexity of VA with up to f ′

faulty processes and

let BVA(y) denote the maximum number of bits any correct process sends while executing VA with up to

y′
faulty processes. (We underline that LVA(y, f ′) is based on the non-known actual number of failures,

whereas BVA(y) is based on the known upper bound on the number of failures.)

Events:

request input(v ∈ Value, g ∈ {0, 1}): a process inputs a pair (v, g).
indication output(v′ ∈ Value): a process outputs a value v′

.

Assumed behavior:

Every correct process inputs a pair.

If a correct process inputs a pair (v, ·), then valid(v) = true.
No correct process stops unless it has previously output a value.

If any correct process inputs a pair (v, 1), for any value v, then no correct process inputs a pair (v′ ̸= v, ·).

Properties ensured only if up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Totality: Let τ denote the first time at which a correct process outputs a value. Then, every correct process

outputs a value by time τ + 2δ.
Stability: If a correct process inputs a pair (v, 1) and outputs a value v′

, then v′ = v.
External validity: If a correct process outputs a value v, then valid(v) = true.
Optimistic consensus: If (1) there are up to y′

faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes in

Entire start within 2δ time of each other, the following properties are satisfied:

Liveness: Let τ be the first time by which all correct processes in Committee have input a pair. Then,

every correct process outputs a value by time τ + 7δ + LVA(y, f ′).
Agreement: No two correct processes output different values.

Strong validity: If every correct process proposes a pair (v, ·), for any value v, then no correct process

outputs a value different from v.

Properties ensured even if more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Complexity: Each correct process sends O(L + x log x) + BVA bits.

(and proposals) is shifted to the parties, which are individually smaller than the whole assembly.

This is (essentially) the crucial realization of [24, 42]. By adopting a recursive framework with two

“parties” at each level, [24, 42] obtain non-early-stopping solutions with optimal O(n2) exchanged
messages (albeit still O(n2L) exchanged bits).

SlowExt in a nutshell. To design SlowExt, we adapt the recursive framework of [24, 42] to long

values. More precisely, we follow the recent variant of the framework proposed by [95, 85] that

utilizes (1) the graded consensus [20, 2] primitive (instead of the “universal exchange” primitive

of [24]; see Module 1), and (2) the committee broadcast primitive (see Module 3). At each recursive

iteration, processes are partitioned into two halves that run the algorithm among n/2 processes

(inside of that half’s committee broadcast primitive) in sequential order. The recursion stops once a

validated agreement instance with only a single process is reached; at this point, the process decides

its proposal. A graphical depiction of SlowExt is given in the grey part of Figure 1.

Crucially, as t < n/3, at least one half contains less than one-third of faulty processes. Therefore,

there exists a “healthy” (non-corrupted) half that successfully executes the recursive call (i.e.,

successfully executes the committee broadcast primitive). However, agreement achieved among a

healthy half must be preserved, i.e., preventing an unhealthy half from ruining the “healthy decision”

is imperative. To this end, the recursive framework utilizes the graded consensus primitive that

allows the correct processes to stick with their previously made (if any) decision. For example,

suppose that the first half of processes is healthy. Hence, after executing SlowExt among the first

half of processes (i.e., in the first committee broadcast primitive), all correct processes obtain the
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Module 4 Finisher ⟨Entire⟩
Participants:

Entire ⊆ Π; let x = |Entire| and let x′
be the greatest integer smaller than x/3.

Events:

request input(v ∈ Value, g ∈ {0, 1}): a process inputs a pair (v, g).
indication output(v′ ∈ Value): a process outputs a value v′

.

Assumed behavior:

All correct processes input a pair and they do so within 2δ time of each other.

No correct process stops unless it has previously output a value.

If any correct process inputs a pair (v, 1), for any value v, then no correct process inputs a pair (v′ ̸= v, ·).

Properties ensured only if up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Preservation: If a correct process pi outputs a value v′
, then pi has previously input a pair (v′, ·).

Agreement: No two correct processes output different values.

Justification: If a correct process outputs a value, then a pair (·, 1) was input by a correct process.

Liveness: Let all correct processes input a pair (v, 1), for any value v. Let τ be the first time by which all

correct processes have input. Then, all correct processes output value v by time τ + δ.
Totality: Let τ be the first time at which a correct process outputs a value. Then, all correct processes output

a value by time τ + 2δ.

Properties ensured even if more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Complexity: Each correct process sends O(x) bits.

Graded
Consensus

Committee
Broadcast

Graded
Consensus

Committee
Broadcast

Graded
Consensus

Committee
Broadcast

Graded
Consensus

( ) Finisher Finisher

( )

First half

 

Second half

 

Default leader
 

Figure 1 The recursive structure of ErrorFreeExt (and SlowExt).

same value (due to the optimistic consensus property of committee broadcast). In this case, the

graded consensus primitive GC2 ensures that correct processes cannot change their values due to

the actions of the second half, thus preserving the previously achieved agreement. By implementing

both the graded consensus and committee broadcast primitives with only O(nL + n2 log n) bits
(see Appendices A and C), SlowExt achieves near-optimal asymptotic bit complexity:

log n∑
i=0

2i ·
( n

2i
L +

( n

2i

)2
log

( n

2i

))
≤

log n∑
i=0

(
nL + n2

2i
log n

)
∈ O

(
(nL + n2) log n

)
.

4.3 Pseudocode

The pseudocode of ErrorFreeExt is given in Algorithm 2, whereas its graphical presentation can

be found in Figure 1. Below, we give key insights for obtaining ErrorFreeExt from SlowExt.

Why is SlowExt not early-stopping? SlowExt does not achieve early stopping as SlowExt

allocates a predetermined number of rounds for each recursive call: processes cannot prematurely

terminate a recursive call even if they have already decided. In particular, each recursive call
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consumes the maximum number of rounds necessary for its completion. This maximum number

of rounds is proportional to the upper bound t on the number of Byzantine processes rather than

the actual number f ≤ t of Byzantine processes. As a result, SlowExt incurs round complexity

dependent on t rather than f .

From SlowExt to ErrorFreeExt. To achieve early stopping from SlowExt, ErrorFreeExt

mirrors the binary approach of [85] and carefully adapts it to long L-bit values. The first key

ingredient is the introduction of the finisher instance F2 that we position (1) before the committee

broadcast instance CB2 led by the second half of processes, and (2) after the graded consensus

instance GC2. In brief, F2 leverages the presence of the graded consensus instance GC2 to check

if GC2 ensured agreement among correct processes. If that is the case, then F2 allows correct

processes to terminate immediately (i.e., in O(δ) time) after the termination of the committee

broadcast instance CB1 led by the first half of processes.

However, the introduction of F2 to tackle early-stopping brings its share of technical difficulties.

Indeed, since the actual number of failures f is unknown, processes cannot remain perfectly

synchronized: a correct process pi might decide (and terminate) at some time τ thinking this is the

maximum time before all correct processes decide given the failures pi observed, whereas another

correct process pj might still be running after time τ as it has observed more failures than pi.

To handle the aforementioned desynchronization, ErrorFreeExt relies on weak synchronization

ensuring that correct processes execute different sub-modules with at most 2δ resynchronization

time: if the first correct process starts executing a sub-module at time τ , then all correct processes

start executing the same sub-module by time τ + 2δ. To achieve this weak synchronization, we

follow the standard approach of [106, 107]. Furthermore, to handle the 2δ desynchronization in

ErrorFreeExt’s sub-modules, we extend the round duration of graded consensus instances from

the original δ time to 3δ time. (The specification of the other sub-modules directly tackles the

aforementioned desynchronization.) We emphasize that at some point τ , correct processes might

be in different rounds: e.g., a correct process pi can be in round 4, whereas another correct process
pj is in round 5. However, the round duration of 3δ ensures that all correct processes overlap in

each round for (at least) δ time. As message delays are bounded by δ, the δ-time-overlap is enough

to ensure that each correct process hears all r-round-messages from all correct processes before

leaving round r. (We emphasize that this is a well-known simulation technique; see, e.g., [85, 44].)

It is important tomention that ErrorFreeExt starts with a single standard “Phase King” iteration:

(1) the committee broadcast instance CBl with a predetermined leader pℓ, (2) the graded consensus

instance GCℓ, and (3) the finisher instance Fℓ. This iteration is added to prevent ErrorFreeExt

from running for Θ(log n) time when there are only O(1) faults. Indeed, if the predetermined

leader pℓ is correct, the committee broadcast instance CBℓ ensures that all correct processes propose

the same valid value v to GCℓ in O(1) time after starting ErrorFreeExt. Then, the strong validity

property of GCℓ ensures that all correct processes decide (v, 1) from GCℓ and input (v, 1) to Fℓ.

This enables Fℓ to make all correct processes decide v immediately (i.e., in O(δ) time) after starting.

Lastly, the graded consensus instance GCsv (along with GCℓ) is utilized to ensure the strong

validity property. If all correct processes propose the same value v to ErrorFreeExt, then (1) all

correct processes decide (v, 1) from GCsv and propose v to GCℓ, (2) all correct processes decide

(v, 1) from GCℓ and input (v, 1) to Fℓ, and (3) output v from Fℓ and decide v from ErrorFreeExt.

4.4 Proof Sketch

This subsection provides a proof sketch of the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 2. ErrorFreeExt is an error-free early-stopping validated agreement algorithm with

O
(
(nL + n2) log n

)
bit complexity.
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Algorithm 2 ErrorFreeExt: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants: ▷ due to the recursive nature of ErrorFreeExt, we explicitly state its set of participants

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: Constants:

4: Set(Process)H1 = {p1, p2, ..., p⌈ x
2 ⌉} \ {pℓ} ▷ pℓ is a default leader, e.g., pℓ = p1

5: Set(Process)H2 = {p⌈ x
2 ⌉+1, ..., px} \ {pℓ}

6: Integer β = 7 ▷ the constant β is explained in Appendix C.1.2

7: ▷ the concrete values of R1 and R2 can be computed using the recursive equation presented in Appendix C

8: Integer R1 = the worst-case latency complexity of ErrorFreeExt amongH1 with up to |H1|/3 failures

9: Integer R2 = the worst-case latency complexity of ErrorFreeExt amongH2 with up to |H2|/3 failures

10: Time timeout1 = (R1 + 2 + β)δ
11: Time timeout2 = (R2 + 2 + β)δ

12: Uses:

13: Graded consensus among Entire, instances GCsv , GCℓ, GC1, GC2 ▷ bits: O(nL + n2 log n), rounds: 8
14: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire, {pℓ}, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CBℓ

15: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire,H1, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CB1
16: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire,H2, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CB2
17: Finisher, instances Fℓ, F2

18: Local variables:

19: Value vi ← ⊥ ▷ pi’s proposal

20: Timer timer0, timer1, timer2

21: upon propose(Value v):
22: vi ← v
23: invoke GCsv .propose(vi)

24: upon GCsv .decide(Value v0, {0, 1} ∋ g0):
25: vi ← v0
26: timer0.measure

(
(2 + β)δ

)
27: invoke CBℓ.input(v0, g0)

28: upon CBℓ.output(Value v′):
29: invoke GCℓ.propose(v′)

30: upon timer0 expires:

31: invoke GCℓ.propose(vi)

32: upon GCℓ.decide(Value vℓ, {0, 1} ∋ gℓ):
33: vi ← vℓ

34: invoke Fℓ.input(vℓ, gℓ)
35: wait for 3δ ▷ if pℓ is correct and f < n/3, decision is made at line 38, without any additional steps

36: invoke GC1.propose(vℓ)

37: upon Fℓ.output(Value v):
38: trigger decide(v) ▷ will be triggered after O(δ) time if pℓ is correct and f < n/3
39: wait for 2δ, and stop executing (the current instance of) ErrorFreeExt

40: upon GC1.decide(Value v1, {0, 1} ∋ g1):
41: vi ← v1:
42: invoke timer1.measure(timeout1)
43: invoke CB1.input(v1, g1)

44: upon CB1.output(Value v′):
45: invoke GC2.propose(v′)

46: upon timer1 expires:

47: invoke GC2.propose(vi)

48: upon GC2.decide(Value v2, {0, 1} ∋ g2):
49: vi ← v2
50: invoke F2.input(v2, g2)
51: wait for 3δ ▷ ifH1 is healthy and f < n/3, decision is made at line 55, without additional step

52: invoke timer2.measure(timeout2)
53: invoke CB2.input(v2, g2)

54: upon F2.output(v):
55: trigger decide(v) ▷ will be triggered after O(fδ) time if the first half is healthy, but not p1
56: wait for 2δ, and stop executing (the current instance of) ErrorFreeExt

57: upon CB2.output(v′):
58: trigger decide(v′), wait for 2δ, and stop executing (the current instance of) ErrorFreeExt

59: upon timer2.expires:
60: trigger decide(vi), wait for 2δ, and stop executing (the current instance of) ErrorFreeExt
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We underline that ErrorFreeExt achieves balanced bit complexity as its per-process complexity

is O
(
(L + n) log n

)
. Recall that the formal proof of Theorem 2 is relegated to Appendix C. This

subsection only discusses the key intermediate results ensured by ErrorFreeExt.

Gluing all sub-modules together. Processes execute each sub-module within 2δ time of each

other, thus enabling the associated implementations to realize the corresponding specifications. The

consistency property of the graded consensus primitive ensures a similar consistency for the inputs

to the following committee broadcast primitive. Under this condition, the strong validity property

of the underlying validated agreement protocol ensures agreement if the recursive call is executed

with a healthy (non-corrupted) committee.

Ensuring strong validity. Strong validity is implied by (1) the strong validity properties of GCsv

and GCℓ, (2) the stability property of CBℓ, and (3) the liveness and agreement properties of Fℓ.

Finisher’s “lock”. If a process decides a value v via a finisher F ∈ {Fℓ,F2}, the justification
property of F , combined with the consistency property of the graded consensus GC ∈ {GCℓ,GC2}
positioned immediately before, ensures that every correct process outputs (v, ·) from GC.
From a correct leader or the first healthy committee to a common valid decision. If the

predetermined leader pℓ is correct, all correct processes agree on a common value after Fℓ: this

holds due to (1) the optimistic consensus property of CBℓ, (2) the strong validity property of GCℓ,

and (3) the liveness and agreement properties of Fℓ. Similarly, if pℓ is faulty, but the first half of

processes is healthy, all correct processes agree on a common value after F2. Importantly, if some

correct process decides via Fℓ, the finisher’s lock (see the paragraph above), combined with the

strong validity properties of GC1 and GC2 and the stability property of CB1, guarantees agreement.

Ensuring that the second half’s value is adopted only if the second half is healthy. If a

correct process does not decide via Fℓ or F2, it means that both the predetermined leader pℓ and

the first half of processes are unhealthy, which implies that the second half is necessarily healthy.

If some correct process decides via F2, the finisher’s lock, combined with CB2’s strong validity,

preserves agreement. Let us emphasize that if some correct process decides via Fℓ, the agreement

is ensured due to (1) the finisher’s lock, (2) the strong validity properties of GC1 and GC2, and (3)

the stability property of CB1.

Complexity. The per-process bit complexity B(n) of ErrorFreeExt follows from the equation

B(n) ≤ O(L + n log n) + max
(
B(⌊n

2 ⌋),B(⌈n
2 ⌉)

)
. Similarly, the early stopping property holds

due to the following equations: (1) L(n, f) ∈ O(δ) if the predetermined leader pℓ is correct, and

(2) L(n, f) ≤ O(δ) + L(|H1|, f1) + L(|H2|, f2) otherwise, where f1 (resp., f2) denotes the actual

number of faulty processes among the first (resp., second) half of processesH1 (resp.,H2).

5 Related Work

Graded consensus. Graded consensus and other closely related problems such as (binding) crusader

agreement [4, 96] have been collectively studied by Attiya and Welch [20], who refer to this family

of problems as “connected consensus”. In brief, connected consensus can be viewed as approximate

agreement on spider graphs, consisting of a central clique (could be a single vertex) to which

different paths (“branches”) are attached, each representing a potential value.

Graded consensus and the related problems have proven extremely helpful for solving Byzantine

agreement. In fully asynchronous environments, an alternating sequence of quadratic instances

of binding crusader agreement and (reasonably fair) common coin allows for a binary Byzantine

agreement with strong validity, an expected O(n2) bit complexity and an expected O(1) latency [4,

96]. In synchrony, graded consensus has been employed in various adaptions of the “phase king”

methodology [85, 42, 24, 95, 7] to achieve quadratic consensus for constant-sized values.
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Following the seminal Dolev-Reischuk lower bound [53] stating that Ω(nt) messages must be

exchanged for solving Byzantine agreement, Abraham and Stern [12] have proven that deterministic

binary crusader broadcast (and thus graded consensus) also requires Ω(nt) exchanged messages

(assuming L ∈ O(1)) if the adversary has simulation capabilities.
5
When L ∈ O(1), Attiya and

Welch [20] present an optimally resilient (t < n/3), error-free connected consensus algorithm with

optimal O(n2) bit complexity even in asynchrony. Momose and Ren [95] present a synchronous

graded consensus algorithm secure against a computationally bounded adversary with (1) optimal

resilience (t < n/2), and (2) O(n2κ) bit complexity (again, for L ∈ O(1)), where κ denotes the size

of cryptographic objects. However, for longer L-bit values, related work is not as rich. Abraham

and Asharov [2] solve gradecast [56], with optimal O(nL) bit complexity in synchrony, albeit with

a statistical error (their protocol is not error-free).

As mentioned in §1, error-free graded consensus with O(L + n log n) per-process bits can
be easily derived from the technique introduced by Chen in the COOL protocol [35]. A quasi-

identical extraction appeared for synchronous gradecast in [19, 115], asynchronous reliable broadcast

[14], and n/5-resilient asynchronous graded consensus [86, 39]. Recall that COOL is an error-

free synchronous Byzantine agreement algorithm that satisfies (only) strong validity, exchanges

O(nL + n2 log n) bits, and terminates in O(n) rounds.6 The structure of COOL consists of four

phases. The first three phases reduce the number of possible decision values to at most one, i.e.,

only one value “survives” the first three phases. At the end of the third phase, all processes engage

in a one-bit Byzantine agreement algorithm to decide whether a non-⊥ or the ⊥ value should be

decided from COOL. If it is decided that a non-⊥ value should be decided, all processes participate

in the fourth, reconstruction phase whose goal is to allow all processes to obtain that one non-⊥
value that has previously survived the first three phases.

Reductions and equivalences between Byzantine agreement problems. Interactive consis-

tency is an agreement variant where correct processes agree on the proposals of all processes.

Any solvable Byzantine agreement problem (including validated agreement) can be reduced to

interactive consistency at no cost [41]. This problem can further be reduced to n (parallel) instances

of Byzantine broadcast, thus its other name “parallel broadcast” [19]. In the honest-majority setting

(n > 2t), Byzantine broadcast and agreement with strong validity are computationally equivalent.
7

Moreover, Byzantine broadcast can be reduced to consensus with strong validity by adding just one

more round, where the source sends its L-bit proposal to all other processes.

Without trusted setup, any Byzantine agreement problem is solvable if and only if n > 3t [58, 98,

99] (if we ignore the resource-restricted model [60]). Reducing validated agreement to interactive

consistency is excessive, given the unavoidable Ω(n2L) lower bound associated with interactive

consistency. This is obviously true for long inputs, and remains applicable to medium-sized inputs

(for instance, when L = O(n) and L = ω(log(n))), since in this case, the Ω(n2L) lower bound
dominates the O(n2 log n) bit complexity of ErrorFreeExt.

Even when considering amortized complexity, it is easy to see situations where interactive

consistency may be excessive. For instance, consider processes that aim to implement state-machine

replication via multi-shot interactive consistency for clients external to the system who wish to

publish transactions on the corresponding ledger [18]. If a client sends transactions to a sub-linear

5

The ability to simulate encompasses classic unauthenticated protocols but does not consider resource-restricted

model [60] where the adversary’s capability to simulate other processes can be restricted assuming a per-process

bounded rate of cryptographic puzzle-solving capability without any authentication mechanism [17, 71].

6

Asmentioned in §1, the COOL protocol trivially achievesO(f +1) round complexity by using [85] as the underlying

binary consensus protocol.

7

Our strong validity property is sometimes called weak validity [10], while strong validity is used when the decision

must be proposed by a correct process.
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number of servers, there’s a risk these transactions may never be published. Conversely, if clients

send their transactions to a linear number of different servers, the same transaction could appear

multiple times, thereby reducing the throughput by the same factor.

Setup-free sub-quadratic randomized Byzantine agreement. There exist randomized statisti-

cally secure (resilient against a computationally unbounded adversary with probability 1− 1
2λ , where

λ represents some security parameter) Byzantine broadcast protocols that achieve sub-quadratic

expected bit complexity (assuming L ∈ O(1)). However, these algorithms either (1) tackle only

static adversaries that corrupt processes at the beginning of an execution [78, 75, 27, 63],
8
or (2)

require private (also known as secure) communication channels [76, 77]. Facing static corruption

only, there exists a solution to the Byzantine agreement problem that does not rely on n instances

of Byzantine broadcast [78]. (1) Processes agree (with high probability) on a λ-sized committee,

which then executes any Byzantine agreement protocol. (2) The committee then disseminates the

decided value to all processes outside of the committee. (3) A non-committee process decides on a

value received by the majority of processes in the committee. This protocol is correct as long as

there is a correct majority in the committee, that is with probability 1 − exp(−Ω(λ)) due to the

standard Chernoff bound.

Randomized Byzantine agreement with constant expected latency. Using private (also known

as secure) channels,
9
it is possible to achieve various types of Byzantine agreement with a constant

expected latency, even against adaptive adversaries, by employing some random election techniques.

This applies to synchronous interactive consistency [19, 11], synchronous validated agreement

[11], asynchronous common subset (ACS), also referred to as agreement on a core set or vector

consensus [47, 102, 43, 3], asynchronous atomic broadcast (without relying on ACS) [108, 36], and

asynchronous validated agreement [57, 89, 114, 87].

Error correction. Many distributed tasks [50, 112, 103, 37, 48, 59, 72, 31, 55, 2, 89, 97, 19, 11, 47, 102,

43, 3, 108, 36, 57] employ coding techniques such as erasure codes [25, 70, 15] or error-correction

codes [100, 22]. For the comprehensive list of distributed primitive utilizing coding techniques, we

refer the reader to [40].

Disperse-agree-retrieval (DARE) paradigm. As introduced in §1, existing deterministic authenti-

cated validated agreement protocols withO(nL+n2κ) communication, employ the DARE paradigm

[38, 40]. In this paradigm, processes initially agree on a “self-certifying" proof of retrievability

(PoR) (also known as a “proof of dispersal”). This proof ensures that processes can retrieve the

(valid) pre-image of a digest. Signature-free protocols that use random election techniques through

private channels [57, 108] can circumvent the need for an explicit PoR. Indeed, the use of random-

ization allows a constant expected number of reconstructions (with costly Ω(nL) communication)

of non-valid values dispersed by Byzantine processes.

It might be feasible to achieve setup-free validated agreement with O(nL + poly(κ, n)) commu-

nication and without private channels, by employing an extension protocol built upon an explicit

PoR. Such a strategy would involve an interactive Succinct ARGument (SARG) system. This argu-

ment system would enable processes to prove that the digest of their proposal corresponds to a valid

pre-image without having to transmit the proposal itself (the proposal plays the role of the witness

in the argument system). As discussed in [109, Section 6.5.2 and 7.3] and initially observed in [113],

it is possible to implement such an argument system by using some polynomial commitment scheme

8

We underline that ErrorFreeExt, as it is a deterministic protocol, tolerates an adaptive adversary capable of

corrupting processes during (and not only before) any execution (see §2). This remains true even if such an adaptive

adversary is equipped with after-the-fact-removal capabilities [5, 6].

9

Establishing a threshold setup to use a threshold pseudo-random function [30], as in [11], necessitates a distributed

key generation protocol that also relies on private channels [49].
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[109, Section 7.3] to turn the GKR interactive proof for arithmetic circuit evaluation [66, 67, 68] into

a succinct argument for arithmetic circuit satisfiability. Subsequently, processes could (1) agree on

which digests are both valid and consistently dispersed, (2) execute a validated agreement protocol

(designed for values with length independent of L) to reach consensus on a retrievable digest, and

(3) retrieve the corresponding valid pre-image. Given the deterministic nature and the conceptual

simplicity of HashExt, this approach was not pursued in this paper.
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employed in HashExt: this algorithm exchanges O(n2κ) bits (where κ denotes the size of a hash)

and terminates in 2 rounds. In Appendix A.2, we introduce our graded consensus algorithm em-

ployed in ErrorFreeExt: this algorithm exchanges O(nL + n2 log n) bits and terminates in 7
rounds. We note that both algorithms satisfy all properties specified in Module 1 only if t < n/3.
However, the bit and round complexity are guaranteed to be the same even if t ≥ n/3.

A.1 Graded Consensus with O(n2κ) Bits and 2 Rounds for HashExt

Our implementation is given in Algorithm 3. We underline that our implementation is highly

inspired by an asynchronous implementation for t < n/5 provided by Attiya and Welch [20,

Algorithm 2].

Algorithm 3 Graded consensus with O(n2κ) bits: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Local variables:

2: Hash_Value hi ← pi’s proposal

3: Hash_Value branchi ← ⊥

4: Round 1:

5: broadcast ⟨proposal, hi⟩
6: if exists Hash_Value h such that ⟨proposal, h⟩ is received from n− t processes:
7: branchi ← h

8: Round 2:

9: broadcast ⟨branch, branchi⟩
10: if branchi = ⊥:
11: if exists Hash_Value h such that ⟨branch, h⟩ is received from t + 1 processes:

12: trigger decide(h, 0)
13: else:

14: trigger decide(hi, 0)
15: else:

16: if ⟨branch, branchi⟩ is received from n− t processes:
17: trigger decide(branchi, 1)
18: else:

19: trigger decide(branchi, 0)

Proof of correctness. We start by proving the strong validity property.

▶ Theorem 3 (Strong validity). Algorithm 3 satisfies strong validity.

Proof. Suppose all correct processes propose the same hash value h. Hence, every correct process

pi updates branchi to h at the end of the first round. Therefore, all correct processes broadcast a

branch message with h in the second round, which implies that all correct processes receive h

from (at least) n− t processes in the second round (as there are at least n− t correct processes).

Therefore, every correct process decides h with grade 1, which concludes the proof. ◀

Next, we prove the justification property.

▶ Theorem 4 (Justification). Algorithm 3 satisfies justification.

Proof. Consider any correct process pi and let pi decide a hash value h. We distinguish three

possibilities:

Let pi decide h at line 12. In this case, pi has received a branch message for h from a correct

process pj . Process pj has previously received a proposal message for h from at least one

correct process, which proves the statement of the lemma in this case.

Let pi decide h at line 14. In this case, h is pi’s proposal, which proves the statement of the

lemma.
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Let pi decide h at line 17 or line 19. In this case, branchi = h. Hence, pi has previously (in the

first round) received a proposal message for h from a correct process. Thus, the statement of

the lemma is satisfied in this case as well.

As the statement of the lemma holds in every possible scenario, the proof is concluded. ◀

The following theorem proves the integrity property.

▶ Theorem 5 (Integrity). Algorithm 3 satisfies integrity.

Proof. Integrity is trivially satisfied as each correct process decides at most once. ◀

Next, we prove the termination property.

▶ Theorem 6 (Termination). Algorithm 3 satisfies termination.

Proof. All correct processes decide simultaneously as (1) all correct processes propose simultane-

ously, and (2) Algorithm 3 is executed for exactly 2 rounds by all correct processes. ◀

Lastly, we need to prove the consistency property. To this end, we first show that if a correct

process pi sends a branch message for some hash value hi and another correct process pj sends a

branch message for some hash value hj , then hi = hj .

▶ Lemma 7. If a correct process pi sends a branch message for a hash value hi and another correct

process pj sends a branch message for a hash value hj , then hi = hj .

Proof. As pi (resp., pj) sends a branch message for a hash value hi (resp., hj), pi (resp., pj) has

previously received a proposal message for hi (resp., hj ) from n− t processes. Due to the quorum

intersection (as n− t + n− t− n = n− 2t ≥ t + 1), there exists at least one correct process whose
proposal message is received by both pi and pj . Therefore, hi = hj . ◀

Finally, we are ready to prove the consistency property.

▶ Theorem 8 (Consistency). Algorithm 3 satisfies consistency.

Proof. Suppose a correct process pi decides some hash value h with grade 1. Importantly, process

pi does so at line 17 and pi has previously received a branch message for h from a correct process.

Suppose another correct process pj decides some hash value h′
(with some binary grade). In order

to prove the consistency property, we need to show that h′ = h. Let us consider three possible

scenarios:

Let pj decide h′
at line 12. In this case, pj has received a branch message for h′

from a correct

process. As pi has received a branch message for h from a correct process, Lemma 7 proves

that h = h′
in this case.

Let pj decide h′
at line 14. As pi has received n − t branch messages for h, process pj has

received at least n− 2t ≥ t + 1 branch messages for h. Therefore, this case is impossible.

Let pj decide h′
at line 17 or line 19. In this case, pj has previously sent a branch message for

h′
. Given that pi has received a branch message for h from a correct process, Lemma 7 proves

that h = h′
.

As h = h′
in any possible case, the proof is concluded. ◀

Proof of complexity. We start by proving that correct processes send O(n2κ) bits.
▶ Theorem 9 (Exchanged bits). Correct processes send O(n2κ) bits in Algorithm 3.

Proof. Each process sends O(n) proposal and branch messages, each with O(κ) bits. Therefore,
all correct processes send O(n2κ) bits. ◀

Finally, it is straightforward to observe that Algorithm 3 terminates in 2 rounds.

▶ Theorem 10 (Rounds). Algorithm 3 terminates in 2 rounds.
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A.2 Graded Consensus with O(nL + n2 log n) Bits and 7 Rounds for

ErrorFreeExt

Our implementation internally utilizes a binary (processes propose 0 or 1) graded consensus

algorithm (e.g., [85]) and Reduce-COOL, a sub-protocol employed in the COOL protocol proposed

in [35]. (COOL is an error-free Byzantine agreement algorithm that satisfies only strong validity and

achieves O(nL + n2 log n) bit complexity.) We now briefly introduce the Reduce-COOL protocol.

Reduce-COOL [35]. The formal specification of Reduce-COOL is given in Module 5. Intuitively,

Reduce-COOL reduces the number of outputs to at most 1; if all processes start with the same value,

that value is preserved by Reduce-COOL. Moreover, the processes output a binary success indicator.

Again, a unanimous proposal leads to a common positive success indicator (i.e., 1). Moreover, if a

correct process outputs a positive success indicator, it is guaranteed that all correct processes agree

on a common value proposed by some correct process.

Module 5 Reduce-COOL [35]

Events:

request input(v ∈ Value): a process inputs a value v.
indication output(v′ ∈ Value ∪ {ϕ}, s′ ∈ {0, 1}): a process outputs value v′

and a success indicator s′
; ϕ

denotes a predetermined default value.

Notes:

All correct processes input a value exactly once and they all do so simultaneously (i.e., in the same round).

Properties:

Let (ωi, votei) denote the output received by a correct process pi. The following holds:

Safety: If ωi ̸= ϕ (where ϕ is a predetermined default value) and votei = 1, then ωi is the value input by pi.

Consistency: If there exists a correct process pj that outputs a pair (·, 1), then there exists a value ω ̸= ϕ such

that every correct process outputs (ω, ·).
Obligation: If every correct process inputs the same value ω, then every correct process outputs (ω ̸= ϕ, 1).
Termination: All correct processes output a pair simultaneously (i.e., in the same round).

For completeness, we recall the pseudocode of Reduce-COOL in Algorithm 4 and prove that

Reduce-COOL satisfies the specification introduced in Module 5 (Theorem 11).

▶ Theorem 11 (Reduce-COOL is correct). Reduce-COOL (Algorithm 4) satisfies the specification of

Module 5.

Proof. The proof of the theorem follows directly from the extended version [34] of [35]:

Termination is ensured by [34, Lemma 6].

Safety is ensured as pi never updates its variable ω(i)
to any other non-ϕ value (see Algorithm 4).

Obligation is ensured by [34, Lemma 5 (appendix H)].

Consistency is ensured by [34, Lemma 3] and [34, Lemma 4 (appendix G, equations 130 to 133)].

Let (ωi, votei) be the pair output by a correct process pi. More precisely, [34, Lemma 3] proves

the following property:

Non-duplicity: If there exists a correct process pi such that, at the end of phase 3 of the Reduce-

COOL protocol (Algorithm 4), the binary vote vi is equal to 1 (line 32), then |{ωj |ωj ̸=
ϕ and pj is correct}| ≤ 1.

Moreover, [34, Lemma 4 (appendix G, equations 130 to 133)] ensures the following:

Retrievability: If there exists a correct process pi such that, at the end of phase 3 of the

Reduce-COOL protocol (Algorithm 4), the binary vote vi is equal to 1 (line 32), then

|{pj | pj is correct and pj ∈ S1 at process pi and ωj ̸= ϕ}| ≥ t + 1.
Suppose a correct process pi obtains (ωi, 1) from Reduce-COOL. Hence, vi = 1 at the end of

phase 3 of the Reduce-COOL protocol (Algorithm 4). By the retrievability property, a set K of
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Algorithm 4 Reduce-COOL [35]: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Set ω(i) = wi. ▷ Value wi is the proposal of process pi.

2: Process pi encodes its message into n symbols, i.e., [y(i)
1 , y

(i)
2 , ..., yi

n]← RSEnc(wi, n, k), where k = ⌊ t
5 ⌋+ 1.

3: Phase 1:

4: Process pi sends (y(i)
j , y

(i)
i ) to process pj , ∀j ∈ [1, n].

5: for j = 1 to n do

6: if

(
(y(j)

i , y
(j)
j ) = (y(i)

i , y
(i)
j )

)
then

7: Process pi sets ui(j)← 1.
8: else

9: Process pi sets ui(j)← 0.
10: if

(∑n

j=1 ui(j) ≥ n− t
)
then

11: Process pi sets its success indicator as si ← 1.
12: else

13: Process pi sets si ← 0 and ω(i) ← ϕ.

14: Process pi sends the value of si to all processes.

15: Process pi creates sets Sp ← {j : sj = p, j ∈ [1 : n]}, p ∈ {0, 1}, from received {sj}n
j=1.

16: Phase 2:

17: if (si = 1) then
18: Process pi sets ui(j)← 0, ∀j ∈ S0.

19: if

(∑n

j=1 ui(j) < n− t
)
then

20: Process pi sets si ← 0 and ω(i) ← ϕ.
21: Process pi sends the value of si to all processes.

22: Process pi updates S0 and S1 based on the newly received success indicators.

23: Phase 3:

24: if (si = 1) then
25: Process i sets ui(j)← 0, ∀j ∈ S0.

26: if

(∑n

j=1 ui(j) < n− t
)
then

27: Process pi sets si ← 0 and ω(i) ← ϕ.
28: Process pi sends the value of si to all processes.

29: Process pi updates S0 and S1 based on the newly received success indicators.

30: Process pi sends ⟨symbol, y
(i)
j ⟩ to process pj , ∀j ∈ [1, n].

31: if (|S1| ≥ 2t + 1) then
32: Process pi sets the binary vote as vi = 1.
33: else

34: Process pi sets the binary vote as vi = 0.

35: Phase 4:

36: if si = 1 then

37: Process pi sends ⟨reconstruct, y
(i)
i ⟩ to all processes.

38: else

39: Let y
(i)
i ← majority(RS symbols received via symbol messages).

40: Process pi sends ⟨reconstruct, y
(i)
i ⟩ to all processes.

41: if si = 1 then

42: return (ω(i), vi)
43: else

44: For every process pj , let mj denote the RS symbol sent by process pj via a reconstruct message (if such a

message is not received, mj = ⊥).
45: return

(
RSDec(k, t, {(j, mj) | pj ∈ Π}, 0

)
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at least t + 1 correct processes pk has obtained wk ̸= ϕ and sk = 1 at the end of phase 3 of the

Reduce-COOL protocol and, due to the non-duplicity property, holds the same value w̄ = ωi,

i.e., for every correct process pk ∈ K , wk = w̄ = ωi. Thus, for every correct process pl with

sl = 0, pl obtains a correctly-encoded RS symbol of value ωi at line 39 (as at most t incorrect

and at least t + 1 correct symbols are received by pl). Therefore, every correct process that

sends a symbol (line 37 or line 40) does send a correctly-encoded RS symbol of value ωi, which

means that any correct process that decides at line 45 does decide the same value ωi.

As all properties are indeed satisfied, the theorem holds. ◀

Our implementation. Our implementation of the graded consensus primitive with O(nL +
n2 log n) bits is given in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Graded consensus with O(nL + n2 log n) bits: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Uses:

2: Reduce-COOL [35], instanceRcool ▷ bits: O(nL + n2 log n); rounds: 5
3: Graded consensus proposed in [85], instance GC ▷ bits: O(n2); rounds: 2

4: Local variables:

5: Value vi ← pi’s proposal

6: Pseudocode:

7: Initialize local variable (ωi, votei) ∈ Value× {0, 1}
8: ▷Rcool ensures that if (ωi, 1) is returned, then (ωi, ·) is returned at all correct processes

9: Let (ωi, votei)← Rcool(vi) ▷ vi is the input, and a pair (ωi, votei) is the output
10: Initialize local variable (bi, gi) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1}
11: ▷ if pi decides (b, ·) from GC, then b was proposed by a correct process (due to GC’s justification)
12: Let (bi, gi)← GC.propose(votei) ▷ votei is the proposal, and bi is decided with grade gi

13: if bi = 0:
14: trigger decide(vi, 0)
15: else: ▷ bi = 1
16: trigger decide(ωi, gi)

Proof of correctness. We start by proving the strong validity.

▶ Theorem 12 (Strong validity). Algorithm 5 satisfies strong validity.

Proof. Suppose all correct processes propose the same value v. By the obligation property of the

instance Rcool of Reduce-COOL, every correct process outputs (v, 1) from Rcool . Hence, every

correct process proposes 1 to the graded consensus instance GC. This implies that every correct

process decides (1, 1) from GC (due to the strong validity property of GC). Thus, every correct

process decides v with grade 1 from Algorithm 5, which concludes the proof. ◀

Next, we prove the justification property.

▶ Theorem 13 (Justification). Algorithm 5 satisfies justification.

Proof. Consider any correct process pi that decides some value v. We distinguish two possibilities:

Let pi decide v at line 14. In this case, v is pi’s proposal, which proves the statement.

Let pi decide v at line 16. In this case, pi has decided bi = 1 from GC. The justification property

of GC ensures that some correct process pj has previously proposed 1 to GC. Therefore, pj has

decided a pair (v′, 1) fromRcool . The safety property ofRcool ensures that v′
is pj ’s proposal.

Moreover, the consistency property ofRcool ensures that every correct process outputs v′
from

Rcool . Thus, v
′ = v. As v is pj ’s proposal, the statement of the lemma holds in this case.

The theorem holds as its statement stands in both possible cases. ◀

The following theorem proves the consistency property.
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▶ Theorem 14 (Consistency). Algorithm 5 satisfies consistency.

Proof. Let a correct process pi decide a value v with grade 1; note that pi decides at line 16. This

implies that pi has previously decided (1, 1) from GC, which further implies that all correct processes

decide (1, ·) from GC (due to the consistency property of GC). Moreover, the justification property

of GC ensures that some correct process pj has previously proposed 1 to GC. Hence, process pj

has output a pair (v′, 1) fromRcool , for some value v′
. The consistency property ofRcool ensures

that v′ = v is output by every correct process from Rcool . As every correct process necessarily

decides at line 16 (since no correct process decides (0, ·) from GC), no correct process decides a

value different from v from Algorithm 5. Therefore, the consistency property is ensured. ◀

Next, we prove the integrity property.

▶ Theorem 15 (Integrity). Algorithm 5 satisfies integrity.

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Algorithm 5. ◀

Lastly, we prove the termination property.

▶ Theorem 16 (Termination). Algorithm 5 satisfies termination.

Proof. The termination property follows from the termination properties ofRcool and GC. ◀

Proof of complexity. We first show that correct processes exchange O(nL + n2 log n) bits.

▶ Theorem 17 (Exchanged bits). Correct processes send O(nL + n2 log n) bits in Algorithm 5.

Proof. Each RS symbol is of sizeO( L
n +log n) bits. Then, every correct process sends 4n RS symbols

in Reduce-COOL. Apart from that, each correct process sends O(n) binary success indicators in

Reduce-COOL. Furthermore, each correct process sends O(n) bits in the binary graded consensus

(see [85]). Hence, each correct process sends O(L + n log n) bits, which leads to O(nL + n2 log n)
bits in total. ◀

Lastly, we prove that Algorithm 5 terminates in 7 ∈ O(1) rounds.

▶ Theorem 18 (Rounds). Algorithm 5 terminates in 7 rounds.

Proof. The algorithm terminates in 7 rounds asRcool terminates in 5 rounds and GC terminates in

2 rounds. ◀

B HashExt: Missing Implementation & Proof

We first define the cryptographic primitives utilized in HashExt and its building blocks (Ap-

pendix B.1). Then, we present our implementation of the data dissemination primitive (see Module 2)

and prove its correctness and complexity (Appendix B.2). Finally, we provide HashExt’s proof

(Appendix B.3).

B.1 Cryptographic Primitives

This section provides the formal definition of cryptographic accumulators [52] and digests.

Cryptographic accumulators. We follow the presentation of [97]. Let κ denote a security

parameter, and let D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} be a set of n values. An accumulator scheme consists of

the following four primitives:
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ak ← Gen(1κ, n): An algorithm accepting a security parameter κ in unary notation 1κ
and a

limit n on the set size, and returns an accumulator key ak.

z ← Eval(ak, D): An algorithm that takes the accumulator key ak and a set D of values, and

returns an accumulation value z for D.

wi ← CreateWit(ak, z, di): Given an accumulator key ak, an accumulation value z, and a value

di ∈ D, this algorithm returns a witness wi.

true/false ← Verify(ak, z, wi, di): This algorithm takes an accumulator key ak, an accumula-

tion value z, a witness wi, and a value di. It returns true if wi correctly corresponds to di ∈ D,

and false otherwise, except with negligible probability negl(κ).
In this paper, we use simple Merkle trees, where the accumulator key ak is the hash function,

values in D are the leaves of the Merkle tree, the accumulation value z is the Merkle tree root, and

the witness w is the Merkle tree proof. That is why the description leaves out auxiliary information

aux typically included in cryptographic accumulators. We remark that Eval, CreateWit, and Verify
are deterministic for a Merkle-tree-based accumulators. Furthermore, the accumulation value and

witness each have O(κ) and O(κ log n) bits, respectively.
A secure accumulator scheme is required to be correct. Correctness says that for all honestly

generated accumulator keys, all honestly computed accumulation values, and witnesses, the Verify
algorithm always returns true. Let us underline that the correctness of the Merkle-tree-based

accumulator is trivial. Moreover, the accumulator scheme is assumed to be collision-free, i.e., for any

accumulator key ak ← Gen(1κ, n), it is computationally impossible to establish ({d1, ..., dn}, d′, w′)
such that (1) d′ /∈ {d1, ..., dn}, (2) z ← Eval(ak, {d1, ..., dn}), and (3) Verify(ak, z, w′, d′) = true.
In our case, collision-resistance reduces to the collision-resistance of the underlying chosen hash

function.

Digests. Concretely, digest(v) = Eval(ak, {(1, Pv(1)), ..., (n, Pv(n))}), where Eval is the accumu-

lator evaluation function (see the paragraph above), ak is the accumulator key (see above), and

[Pv(1), ..., Pv(n)] = RSEnc(v, n, t + 1) is the Reed-Solomon encoding of value v (see §2.3). The

collision-resistance of the digest(·) function reduces to the collision-resistance of the underlying

cryptographic accumulator scheme. We underline that this construction is standard (see, e.g., [97]).

B.2 Data Dissemination: Implementation & Proof

Our implementation of the data dissemination primitive is given in Algorithm 6.

Proof of correctness. We say that mi is a correctly encoded i-th RS symbol if and only if mi is

the i-th RS symbol in RSEnc(v⋆, n, t + 1). First, we prove that if any correct process receives a

pair (i, mi) accompanied by a valid witness via a disperse or reconstruct message, then mi is a

correctly encoded i-th RS symbol.

▶ Lemma 19. If a correct process receives a pair (i, mi) accompanied by a valid witness via a disperse

or reconstruct message, then mi is a correctly encoded i-th RS symbol.

Proof. Let pj be any correct process that receives the aforementioned pair (i, mi). The pair is
accompanied by a valid witness that proves that (i, mi) belongs to a collection whose digest is

d⋆ = digest(v⋆). Therefore, mi is indeed a correctly encoded i-th RS symbol. ◀

We are ready to prove the safety property of Algorithm 6.

▶ Theorem 20 (Safety). Algorithm 6 satisfies safety.

Proof. Consider any correct process pi that outputs some value v (line 18). Before outputting v, pi

has received (at least) t + 1 reconstruct messages from as many different processes (line 17). Due

to Lemma 19, each such RS symbol is correctly encoded, which implies that v = v⋆
. ◀
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Algorithm 6 Data dissemination: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Rules:

2: Any disperse or reconstruct message with an invalid witness is ignored.

3: The rules at lines 14 and 17 are activated only if pi has previously invoked an input(·, ·) request.

4: Local variables:

5: Digest di ← ⊥
6: Boolean reconstruct_broadcasti ← false

7: upon input(v ∈ Value ∪ {⊥}, d ∈ Digest):
8: di ← d
9: if v ̸= ⊥: ▷ if true, then di = digest(v) (see Module 2)

10: Let [m1, m2, ..., mn]← RSEnc(v, n, t + 1)
11: for each process pj :

12: LetWj ← CreateWit
(
di, (j, mj), [(1, m1), (2, m2), ..., (n, mn)]

)
13: send ⟨disperse, di, (j, mj),Wj⟩ to process pj

14: upon receiving a ⟨disperse, di, (i, mi),Wi⟩ message and reconstruct_broadcasti = false:
15: reconstruct_broadcasti ← true
16: broadcast ⟨reconstruct, di, (i, mi),Wi⟩

17: upon receiving a ⟨reconstruct, di, ·, ·⟩ message from t + 1 processes and reconstruct_broadcasti = true:
18: trigger output

(
RSDec(t + 1, 0, the received t + 1 RS symbols)

)
Next, we prove the liveness property of Algorithm 6.

▶ Theorem 21 (Liveness). Algorithm 6 satisfies liveness.

Proof. Recall that we assume that (1) all correct processes input a pair by some time τ , and (2) at

least one correct process inputs v⋆
. Moreover, we assume that no correct process stops unless it has

previously output a value. Hence, every correct process pi receives a disperse message with the

i-th RS symbol by time τ + δ (line 14), which implies that pi broadcasts a reconstruct message

with a correctly encoded i-th RS symbol (due to Lemma 19) by time τ + δ (line 16). Thus, every

correct process receives n − t ≥ t + 1 reconstruct messages by time τ + 2δ (line 17), which

implies that every correct process outputs a value from Algorithm 6 by time τ + 2δ (line 18). ◀

Lastly, we prove that Algorithm 6 satisfies integrity.

▶ Theorem 22 (Integrity). Algorithm 6 satisfies integrity.

Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that no correct process activates the rule at line 17 unless

it has previously invoked an input(·, ·) request. ◀

Proof of complexity. We now prove that all correct processes send O(nL + n2κ log n) bits.

▶ Theorem 23 (Exchanged bits). Correct processes collectively send O(nL + n2κ log n) bits.

Proof. Each correct process broadcasts at most one disperse and atmost one reconstructmessage.

Each disperse and reconstruct message contains O(κ + log n + L
n + log n + κ log n) bits. Thus,

each correct process sends n ·O( L
n + κ log n) = O(L + nκ log n) bits, which implies that correct

processes collectively send O(nL + n2κ log n) bits. ◀

B.3 Proof of Correctness & Complexity

Finally, we prove the correctness and complexity of HashExt (Algorithm 1).

Proof of correctness. We say that a correct process pi commits a digest D in view V ∈ [1, t + 1] if
and only if pi invokesDD.input(·, D) in view V (line 44). Recall that if a correct process pi commits
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a digest in some view V < t + 1, pi does not stop before it has completed view V + 1 (line 48). We

start by proving that if the first correct process commits a digest D in some view V , then all correct

processes commit D (and no other digest) in view V or V + 1 (given V < t + 1).

▶ Lemma 24. Let pi be the first correct process to commit a digest. Let pi commit a digest D in view

V . Then, the following holds:

If any correct process commits a digest D′
, then D′ = D.

If V < t + 1, then every correct process commits a digest in view V or V + 1.

Proof. Recall that HashExt ensures that each correct process pi commits at most one digest (due

to the committed_viewi variable). As pi is the first correct process to commit a digest, no correct

process commits in any view smaller than V . Moreover, if any correct process commits any digest

in view V , that digest is D due to the consistency property of GC2[V ].
Let V < t + 1. Consider now view V + 1. Recall that pi (and any other correct process that has

committed in view V ) does not stop before completing view V + 1 (line 48). As pi has committed

D in view V , the consistency property of GC2[V ] ensures that every correct process pk updates its

lockedk variable toD (Step 4). Therefore, all correct processes proposeD to GC1[V +1] in view V +1
(Step 1). The strong validity property of GC1[V + 1] guarantees that all correct processes decide
(D, 1) from GC1[V + 1]. Thus, every correct process broadcasts a ⟨support, D⟩ message (Step 2).

This implies that every correct process pk updates its votek variable to D (Step 3), and proposes D

to GC2[V + 1] (Step 4). Therefore, every correct process pk decides (D, 1) from GC2[V + 1] (due to
the strong validity property of GC2[V + 1]). Finally, every correct process pk commits D in view

V + 1 (Step 5), which concludes the proof. ◀

The following lemma proves that if a correct process decides (D ̸= ⊥, ·) from GC1[V ] in some

view V ∈ [2, t + 1], then a correct process has sent a ⟨support, D⟩ message in a view V ′ < V .

▶ Lemma 25. If any correct process decides (D ̸= ⊥, ·) from GC1[V ] in any view V ∈ [2, t + 1],
then a correct process has sent a ⟨support, D⟩ message in a view V ′ < V .

Proof. Due to the justification property of GC1[V ], a correct process pi has proposed D to GC1[V ],
which implies that lockedi = D at the beginning of view V . Let V ′ < V denote the view at which

pi updates lockedi to D (Step 5). The justification property of GC2[V ′] ensures that some correct

process pk has proposed D to GC2[V ′] in view V ′
. Thus, the value of the votek variable at process

pk in view V ′
was D, which implies that pk has received a ⟨support, D⟩ message from 2t + 1

processes in view V ′
. As there are at most t faulty processes, (at least) t + 1 of those messages are

sent by correct processes, which concludes the proof. ◀

Next, we prove that if a correct process sends a support message for a digest, the value that

corresponds to that digest is (1) known to at least one correct process, and (2) valid.

▶ Lemma 26. If a correct process sends a ⟨support, D⟩ in some view V , then there exists a correct

process pi that has set its known_valuesi[D] variable to a value v in some view V ′ ≤ V , where

D = digest(v) and valid(v) = true.

Proof. Let p∗
be the first correct process to ever send a ⟨support, D⟩ message, for the given digest

D. Let the aforementioned message by p∗
be sent in some view V ∗

. To prove the lemma, it suffices

to show that some correct process pi has set its known_valuesi[D] variable to a value v in some

view V ′ ≤ V ∗
, where D = digest(v) and valid(v) = true. We consider three scenarios:

Let p∗
send the message at line 24. In this case, p∗

has decided (D ̸= ⊥, 1) from GC1[V ∗] in
view V ∗

. (Note that this implies that V ∗ ∈ [2, t + 1].) Due to Lemma 25, there exists a correct

process that has sent a support message for D in a view smaller than V ∗
. This contradicts
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the statement that the first support message from a correct process for D is sent in view V ∗
.

Therefore, this scenario is impossible.

Let p∗
send the message at line 27. In this case, p∗

has received D from leader(V ∗) and D is

accepted by p∗
in a view smaller than V ∗

. Again, this implies that a correct process has sent a

support message for D in a view smaller than V ∗
, which is impossible.

Let p∗
send the message at line 30. In this case, process p∗

has received a value v from leader(V ∗)
such that digest(v) = D and valid(v) = true. Therefore, the statement of the lemma is satisfied

in this case.

As the statement of the lemma is satisfied in the only possible scenario, the lemma holds. ◀

Let us denote by V the first view in which a correct process commits a digest. If such a view does

not exist, V = ⊥. Recall that Lemma 24 proves that if V ̸= ⊥, then all correct processes commit the

same digest and they do so by the end of view V + 1. Let D denote the common digest committed

by correct processes; if V = ⊥, then D = ⊥. Lastly, given that V ≠ ⊥ (and D ≠ ⊥), let v⋆
denote

the value such that D = digest(v⋆); note that v⋆
is unique due to the collision-resistance of the

accumulator primitive. The following lemma proves that if V ≠ ⊥ (i.e., a correct process commits a

digest), then some correct process pi includes a value v⋆
in its known_valuesi variable in a view

smaller than or equal to V .

▶ Lemma 27. Let V ̸= ⊥. Then, there exists a correct process pi that sets its known_valuesi[D]
variable to value v⋆

in a view V ≤ V .

Proof. As D is committed in view V by some correct process pi, process pi has decided (D, 1)
from GC2[V] in view V . Therefore, the justification property of GC2[V] ensures that some correct

process pj has proposed D to GC2[V]. This implies that votej = D, which further proves that pj

has received a support message for D in view V from a correct process. Therefore, the lemma

follows directly from Lemma 26. ◀

Next, we prove that value v⋆
is valid.

▶ Lemma 28. Let V ̸= ⊥. Then, valid(v⋆) = true.

Proof. As V ̸= ⊥, Lemma 27 proves that a correct process pi sets its known_valuesi[D] variable
to value v⋆

in some view V ≤ V . Since process pi does so only upon checking the validity of v⋆

(line 28), v⋆
is indeed valid. ◀

Next, we prove that all correct processes commit by the (end of the) first view with a correct

leader.

▶ Lemma 29. Let V ∈ [1, t + 1] denote the first view such that leader(V ) is correct. Then, all correct
processes commit a digest by the end of view V .

Proof. If there exists any correct process that commits in any view smaller than V , the lemma

follows from Lemma 24. Hence, let no correct process commit in any view smaller than V . In this

case, we distinguish two scenarios:

The leader decides (⊥, ·) from GC1[V ]. Hence, the leader broadcasts its value v (Step 2) in view

V , which implies that all correct processes broadcast a support message for D. Thus, every

correct process pk updates its votek variable to D (Step 3) and proposes D to GC2[D] (Step
4). Lastly, all correct processes decide (D, 1) from GC2[V ] (due to its strong validity property),

which concludes the proof in this case.

The leader decides (D, ·) from GC1[V ], for some digest D ̸= ⊥. (This implies V ∈ [2, t + 1].)
We further distinguish two cases:
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There exists a correct process that decides (D′, 1) from GC1[V ]. By the consistency property

of GC1[V ], D = D′
. We now prove that D must be accepted by all correct processes. Due to

the justification property of GC1[V ], there exists a correct process pj that has proposed D to

GC1[V ], which implies that lockedj = D at the beginning of view V . Let V ′ < V denote the

view in which process pj sets its lockedj variable to D. Hence, process pj has decided (D, ·)
from GC2[V ′] in view V ′

. Therefore, the justification property of GC2[V ′] ensures that some

correct process pk has previously proposed D to GC2[V ′], which implies that votek = D in

view V ′
. Hence, pk has received a ⟨support, D⟩ message from 2t + 1 processes in view V ′

,

out of which at least t + 1 processes are correct. Thus, every correct process pz receives (at

least) t + 1 ⟨support, D⟩ messages in view V ′
, which implies that D ∈ acceptedz[V ′].

Due to the consistency property of GC1[V ], each correct process including the leader decides

(D, ·) from GC1[V ]. Therefore, the leader broadcasts D (Step 2) in view V . Moreover, as each

correct process decides (D, ·) from GC1[V ] and D is accepted by all correct processes, each

correct process broadcasts a support message for D in view V (via line 24 or line 27). This

further means that all correct processes propose D to GC2[V ] (Step 4). Finally, all correct

processes decide (D, 1) from GC2[V ] (due to its strong validity property), which concludes

the proof in this case.

No correct process decides (·, 1) from GC1[V ]. Thus, the leader decides (D, 0). The proof is
the same as the previous case, but as no correct process decides (·, 1), then no correct process

enters line 24. As proven previously, D must be accepted by each correct process. Therefore,

each correct process broadcasts a support message for D at line 27. The rest of the proofs

follow from the previous case.

The lemma holds as its statement is satisfied in all possible scenarios. ◀

We are ready to prove that V ̸= ⊥. Concretely, we prove that V ∈ [1, f + 1].

▶ Lemma 30. V ∈ [1, f + 1].

Proof. Recall that f ≤ t. Hence, there exists a view with a correct leader. Let V be the first such

view. Lemma 29 proves that V ≤ V . As V ∈ [1, f + 1], the lemma holds. ◀

We are ready to prove that HashExt ensures that all required assumptions of F are ensured.

▶ Lemma 31. HashExt (Algorithm 1) ensures that all assumptions required by DD are satisfied.

Proof. All correct processes input a pair to DD as all correct processes commit a digest due to

lemmas 24, 29 and 30. No correct process stops unless it has previously output a value from DD as

a correct process pi stops (line 49) only after it has output a value from DD (line 46). Recall that

all correct processes commit the same digest D (by Lemma 24). Moreover, the following holds for

value v⋆
:

At least one correct process inputs (v⋆ ̸= ⊥,D) to DD. As no correct process inputs a pair to

DD before view V (due to the definition of view V) and there exists at least a single correct

process that sets its respective known_values∗[D] variable to value v⋆
in view V ≤ V (by

Lemma 27), some correct process is guaranteed to input v⋆
to DD (line 44).

If any correct process inputs (v ̸= ⊥, ·), then v = v⋆
because (1) all correct processes commit

the same digest D such that D = digest(v⋆), (2) all correct processes input a value v with

D = digest(v), and (3) the digest(·) function is collision-resistant. The argument above ensures

that any value v ̸= ⊥ input to DD must equal v⋆
.

If any correct process inputs (·, D), then D = digest(v⋆) because (1) D = D, and (2) D =
digest(v⋆).

As all assumptions required by DD are satisfied, the lemma holds. ◀
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The following theorem proves the correctness of HashExt.

▶ Theorem 32 (Correctness). HashExt (Algorithm 1) is correct, i.e., it satisfies agreement, integrity,

external validity and termination.

Proof. Integrity follows trivially from the algorithm. Lemma 31 proves thatDD behaves according

to its specification. Therefore, the safety property of DD ensures that correct processes only

output v⋆
from DD, thus proving the agreement property of HashExt. Similarly, the liveness

property of DD ensures that all correct processes eventually output from DD, thus showing the
termination property of HashExt. Finally, the external validity property of HashExt follows from

Lemma 28. ◀

Proof of complexity. First, we show that any non-leader correct process sends O(nκ) bits in a

view.

▶ Lemma 33. Consider any correct process pi and any view V such that leader(V ) ̸= pi. Then, pi

sends O(nκ) bits in V .

Proof. Process pi sends O(nκ) bits while executing GC1[V ] and GC2[V ]. Moreover, process pi

sends O(nκ) bits via support messages. Hence, pi sends O(nκ) bits in V . ◀

Next, we prove that a correct leader sends O(nL + nκ) bits in a view.

▶ Lemma 34. Consider any correct process pi and any view V such that leader(V ) = pi. Then, pi

sends O(nL + nκ) bits in V .

Proof. Process pi sends O(nκ) bits while executing GC1[V ] and GC2[V ]. Moreover, process pi

sends O(nκ) bits via support messages. Finally, process pi sends O(nL + nκ) bits in Step 2 of V .

Thus, pi sends O(nκ) + O(nL + nκ) = O(nL + nκ) bits in V . ◀

Next, we prove that no correct process enters any view greater than min(t + 1,V + 2).

▶ Lemma 35. No correct process enters any view greater than min(t + 1,V + 2).

Proof. If V + 2 > t + 1, the lemma trivially holds. Otherwise, Lemma 24 proves that all correct

processes commit a digest by (the end of) view V + 1. As any correct process that commits a digest

in some view V only enters the next view V + 1, no correct process enters any view greater than

V + 2. ◀

The following lemma proves that min(t + 1,V + 2) ∈ O(f).

▶ Lemma 36. min(t + 1,V + 2) ∈ O(f).

Proof. By Lemma 30, V ∈ O(f). Therefore, min(t + 1,V + 2) ∈ O(f). ◀

We are ready to prove the bit complexity of HashExt.

▶ Theorem 37 (Bit complexity). HashExt (Algorithm 1) achieves O(nL + n2(f + log n)κ) bit
complexity.

Proof. Lemma 29 proves that, for every view V ∈ [1,V − 1], leader(V ) is faulty. Moreover,

Lemma 35 shows that no correct process enters any view greater than min(t + 1,V + 2). Lastly,
Lemma 36 proves that min(t + 1,V + 2) ∈ O(f). Hence, in every view V ∈ [1,V − 1], each correct

process sends O(nκ) bits (by Lemma 33). Moreover, in every view V ∈ [V, min(t + 1,V + 2)], (1)
leader(V ) (if correct) sends O(nL + nκ) bits (by Lemma 34), and (2) every other correct process
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sends O(nκ) bits (by Lemma 33). Therefore, while executing views [1, min(t + 1,V + 2)], correct
process send f · n · O(nκ) + O(1) ·

(
O(nL + nκ) + n · O(nκ)

)
= O(n2fκ) + O(nL + nκ) +

O(n2κ) = O(nL+n2fκ) bits. Moreover, correct processes exchange O(nL+n2κ log n) bits while
executingDD. Therefore, the bit complexity of HashExt is O(nL+n2fκ)+O(nL+n2κ log n) =
O(nL + n2(f + log n)κ). ◀

Finally, we prove that HashExt achieves early stopping.

▶ Theorem 38 (Early stopping). HashExt (Algorithm 1) achieves early stopping.

Proof. By Lemma 24, all correct processes startDD by the end of view V+1. Therefore, Lemma 30

proves that all correct processes start executingDD inO(f) time (recall that each view has 6 rounds).

The liveness property of DD ensures that all correct processes output a value in O(f) + 2δ ∈ O(f)
time, which proves the theorem. ◀

C ErrorFreeExt: Missing Implementation & Proof

In this section, we provide the implementation of ErrorFreeExt’s building blocks and prove the

correctness and complexity of ErrorFreeExt. First, we introduce our implementation of the com-

mittee broadcast primitive (see Module 3) and prove its correctness and complexity (Appendix C.1).

Second, we present our implementation of the finisher primitive (see Module 4) and prove its

correctness and complexity (Appendix C.2). Lastly, we prove ErrorFreeExt’s correctness and

complexity (Appendix C.3).

C.1 Committee Broadcast: Implementation & Proof

In this subsection, we give an implementation of the committee broadcast primitive (see Module 3)

and prove its correctness and complexity. We start by introducing the synchronizer primitive

(Appendix C.1.1), a building block of our implementation of the committee broadcast primitive.

Then, we introduce another building block of our implementation of the committed broadcast

primitive – committee dissemination (Appendix C.1.2). Finally, we introduce our implementation of

the committee broadcast primitive and prove its correctness and complexity (Appendix C.1.3).

C.1.1 Synchronizer

The specification of the synchronizer primitive is given in Module 6. In brief, the synchronizer

primitive ensures that correct processes are “2δ-synchronized”, i.e., the synchronizer primitive

represents a barrier such that if the first correct process crosses the barrier at some time τ , then

all correct processes cross the barrier by time τ + 2δ. Our implementation of the synchronizer

primitive is given in Algorithm 7. We emphasize that Algorithm 7 is highly reminiscent of the

“amplifying” step of Bracha’s reliable broadcast algorithm [26].

Proof of correctness & complexity. The following theorem proves that Algorithm 7 implements

the specification of the synchronizer primitive (Module 6).

▶ Theorem 39 (Algorithm 7 implements synchronizer). Algorithm 7 implements the specification

of the synchronizer primitive (Module 6).

Proof. Recall that the justification, totality and liveness properties need to be satisfied only of up

to x′
processes in Entire are faulty. To prove the theorem, we prove that Algorithm 7 satisfies all

properties of the synchronizer primitive:
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Module 6 Synchronizer

Participants:

Entire ⊆ Π; let x = |Entire| and let x′
be the greatest integer smaller than x/3.

Events:

request wish_to_advance(): a process wishes to advance.

indication advance(): a process advances.

Assumed behavior:

No correct process stops unless it has previously received an advance() indication.

Properties ensured only if up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Justification: If a correct process receives an advance() indication, then at least one correct process has

previously invoked a wish_to_advance() request.
Totality: Let τ be the first time at which a correct process receives an advance() indication. Then, every
correct process receives an advance() indication by time τ + 2δ.
Liveness: Let τ be the first time by which all correct processes have invoked a wish_to_advance() request.
Then, every correct process receives an advance() indication by time τ + δ.

Properties ensured even if more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Complexity: Each correct process sends O(x) bits.

Algorithm 7 Synchronizer: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants:

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: upon wish_to_advance():
4: broadcast ⟨wish_to_advance⟩

5: upon receiving a ⟨wish_to_advance⟩ message from x′ + 1 processes:

6: broadcast ⟨wish_to_advance⟩

7: upon receiving a ⟨wish_to_advance⟩ message from 2x′ + 1 processes:

8: broadcast ⟨wish_to_advance⟩
9: trigger advance()

Justification: Let pi be any correct process that receives an advance() indication. Hence, pi has

previously received a wish_to_advance message from a correct process. As the first correct

process to broadcast a wish_to_advance message does so upon invoking a wish_to_advance()
request, the justification property is satisfied.

Totality: Let pi be the first correct process to receive an advance() indication; let this happen
at some time τ . This implies that pi has received a wish_to_advance message from 2x′ + 1
processes by time τ , out of which at least x′ + 1 are correct. Therefore, by time τ + δ, every

correct process receives a wish_to_advance message from x′ + 1 processes and broadcasts its

own wish_to_advance messages. Thus, every correct process receives a wish_to_advance

message from x − x′ ≥ 2x′ + 1 processes by time τ + 2δ, which concludes the proof of the

totality property.

Liveness: By time τ+δ, every correct process receives at leastx−x′ ≥ 2x′+1wish_to_advance

messages, which proves the liveness property.

Complexity: Every correct process sends only O(x) wish_to_advance messages, each with

O(1) bits. Thus, every correct process sends O(x) bits.
As all properties of the synchronizer primitive are ensured by Algorithm 7, the theorem holds. ◀

C.1.2 Committee Dissemination

The specification of the committee dissemination primitive is given in Module 7. In brief, the

committee dissemination primitive is concerned with two sets of processes: (1) Committee, the
set of processes that (might) hold the same input value, and (2) Entire ⊇ Committee, the set of
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processes that output the input value of the processes in Committee. Our implementation of the

committee dissemination primitive is presented in Algorithm 8. We underline that the fact that the

committee dissemination primitive terminates in 7δ time (see the liveness property) dictates that

the β constant in ErrorFreeExt (see Algorithm 11) is equal to 7.

Module 7 Committee dissemination ⟨Entire, Committee⟩
Participants: ▷ usually, |Committee| ≈ |Entire|/2

Entire ⊆ Π; let x = |Entire| and let x′
be the greatest integer smaller than x/3.

Committee ⊆ Entire; let y = |Committee| and let y′
be the greatest integer smaller than y/3.

Events:

request disseminate(v ∈ Value): a process disseminates a value v. ▷ invoked only by Committee
indication obtain(v′ ∈ Value): a process obtains a value v′

. ▷ received by Entire

Assumed behavior:

A correct process pi invokes a disseminate(·) request if and only if pi ∈ Committee.
No correct process stops unless it has previously obtained a value.

Properties ensured only if up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Totality: If a correct process obtains a value at time τ , then every correct process obtains a value by time

τ + 2δ.
Optimistic safety & liveness: Let all correct processes in Committee disseminate the same value v⋆

(once

each). Moreover, let all correct processes do so within 2δ time of each other. Let there be up to y′
faulty

processes in Committee. Then, the following properties are ensured:
Safety: If a correct process obtains a value v, then v = v⋆

.

Liveness: Let τ be the first time by which all correct processes in Committee have disseminated v⋆
. Then,

all correct processes (in Entire) obtain a value by time τ + 7δ.

Properties ensured even if more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty:

Complexity: Each correct process sends O(L + x log x) bits.

Proof of correctness. We start by proving the totality property.

▶ Theorem 40 (Totality). Algorithm 8 satisfies totality.

Proof. Recall that the totality property needs to be satisfied only if up to x′
processes in Entire

are faulty. Let pi be a correct process that obtains a value at some time τ . Hence, pi receives an

advance() indication from the synchronizer instance S at time τ ′ = τ − 4δ, due to the waiting step

at line 17. The totality property of S guarantees that all correct processes receive an advance()
indication by time τ ′ +2δ. Therefore, every correct process obtains a value by time τ ′ +6δ = τ +2δ,

which means the totality property is ensured. ◀

We next prove the safety property.

▶ Theorem 41 (Safety). Algorithm 8 satisfies safety.

Proof. Recall that the safety property needs to be ensured only if:

up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty, and

all correct processes in Committee disseminate the same value v⋆
and they do so within 2δ time

of each other, and

up to y′
processes in Committee are faulty.

Let τ be the time at which the first correct process invokes a disseminate(v⋆) request. By time

τ + 2δ, all correct processes invoke a disseminate(v⋆) request. Hence, by time τ + 3δ, each correct

process pj ∈ Entire sends the correctly-encoded RS symbol mj of value v⋆
. Therefore, by time

τ + 4δ, every correct process receives reconstruct messages from all correct processes.

Consider any correct process pi that triggers the obtain(·) indication at line 19 at some time τi.

By the waiting step at line 17, process pi received S.advance() at time τ − 4δ. By S’s justification,
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Algorithm 8 Committee dissemination ⟨Entire, Committee⟩: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants:

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: Committee ⊆ Entire with |Committee| = y processes

4: Uses:

5: Synchronizer among Entire, instance S ▷ see Module 6

6: Constants:

7: Integer α = 4

8: upon disseminate(v): ▷ executed only if pi ∈ Committee
9: Let [m1, m2, ..., mx]← RSEnc(v, x, x′ + 1)
10: for each process pj ∈ Entire:
11: send ⟨disperse, mj⟩ to process pj

12: upon receiving a ⟨disperse, mi⟩ message from y′ + 1 processes, for some RS symbol mi:

13: broadcast ⟨reconstruct, mi⟩ (to Entire)

14: upon receiving 2x′ + 1 reconstruct messages:

15: invoke S.wish_to_advance()

16: upon S.advance():
17: wait αδ time

18: For every process pj ∈ Entire, let mj denote the RS symbol sent by process pj via a reconstructmessage

(if such a message is not received, mj = ⊥).
19: trigger obtain(RSDec(x′ + 1, x′, {(j, mj) | pj ∈ Entire})

some process pj triggered S.wish_to_advance() at some time τj ≤ τi − 4δ, after having received

2t + 1 reconstruct messages. Thus, process pj received a reconstruct message from a correct

process at time τj , which means τ ≤ τj . Hence, τi ≥ τ + 4δ, which guarantees pi receives all

correctly-encoded RS symbols corresponding to correct processes before triggering obtain(·). As
all these RS symbols are for value v⋆

, pi obtains v⋆
, which concludes the proof.

◀

The following theorem proves the liveness property.

▶ Theorem 42 (Liveness). Algorithm 8 satisfies liveness.

Proof. Recall that the liveness property needs to be ensured only if:

up to x′
processes in Entire are faulty, and

all correct processes in Committee disseminate the same value v⋆
and they do so within 2δ time

of each other, and

up to y′
processes in Committee are faulty.

Let τ be the first time by which all correct processes in Committee invoke a disseminate(v⋆) request.
By time τ + 2δ, every correct process pi ∈ Entire receives 2x′ + 1 reconstruct messages, and

invokes a wish_to_advance() request on S . The liveness property of S ensures that every correct

process eventually receives an advance() indication by time τ + 3δ, waits 4δ time, and triggers

obtain(·) at line 19 by time τ + 7δ, which concludes the proof. ◀

Proof of complexity. Finally, we prove that each correct process sends O(L + x log x) bits.

▶ Theorem 43 (Complexity). Each correct process sends O(L + x log x) bits in Algorithm 8 (even if

more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty).

Proof. Each RS symbols is of size O( L
x′+1 + log x) = O( L

x + log x). As each correct process

broadcasts at most one disperse and one reconstruct message, each with O( L
x + log x) bits, each

correct process sends O(L + x log x) bits via disperse and reconstructmessages. Moreover, each

correct process sends O(x) bits in S . Therefore, each correct process sends O(L + x log x) bits. ◀
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C.1.3 Committee Broadcast: Implementation & Proof

Our implementation is presented in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9 Committee broadcast ⟨Entire, Committee,VA⟩: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants:

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: Committee ⊆ Entire with |Committee| = y processes

4: Uses:

5: Validated agreement VA among Committee, instance VA
6: Committee dissemination ⟨Entire, Committee⟩, instance CD ▷ see Module 7

7: Crucial property provided by VA:
8: If (1) there are up to y′

faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes in Committee start

executing VAwithin 2δ time of each other, then all correct processes in Committee decide from VAwithin

2δ time of each other.

9: Local variables:

10: Value× {0, 1} (vi, gi)← ⊥ ▷ pi’s input

11: upon input(Value v, {0, 1} ∋ g):
12: (vi, gi)← (v, g)
13: invoke VA.propose(vi) ▷ only executed if pi ∈ Committee

14: upon VA.decide(vd):
15: invoke CD.disseminate(vd)

16: upon CD.obtain(vo):
17: if gi = 0 and valid(vo) = true:
18: trigger output(vo)
19: else:

20: trigger output(vi)

21: upon BVA bits have been sent via VA:
22: stop executing VA ▷ Committee is overly corrupted

Proof of correctness. Recall that the totality, stability, external validity, liveness, agreement, and

strong validity properties must be ensured only if there are up to x′ < x/3 faulty processes in

Entire. We start by proving the totality property.

▶ Theorem 44 (Totality). Algorithm 9 satisfies totality.

Proof. Let τ be the first time at which a correct process outputs a value (line 18 or 20); let that

process be denoted by pi. Therefore, process pi obtains a value from the committee dissemination

instance CD at time τ (line 16). The totality property of CD ensures that every correct process

obtains a value from CD by time τ + 2δ, which proves the totality property of Algorithm 9. ◀

Next, we prove the stability property.

▶ Theorem 45 (Stability). Algorithm 9 satisfies stability.

Proof. The stability property is ensured due to the check at line 17. ◀

The following theorem proves the external validity property.

▶ Theorem 46 (External validity). Algorithm 9 satisfies external validity.

Proof. Let pi be a correct process that outputs some value v (line 18 or 20). If pi outputs v at line

18, then v is valid due to the check line 17. Otherwise, v is valid due to the assumption that any

correct process inputs a valid value. ◀
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Recall that the liveness, agreement, and strong validity properties need to be satisfied only if

(1) there are up to y′
faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes in Entire start

executing the committee broadcast primitive within 2δ time of each other. First, we prove liveness.

▶ Theorem 47 (Liveness). Algorithm 9 satisfies liveness.

Proof. Suppose (1) there are up to y′
faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes

in Entire start executing Algorithm 9 within 2δ time of each other. In this case, VA satisfies the

properties of validated agreement: all correct processes decide the same valid value v by time

τ +RVA. Hence, all correct processes disseminate value v by time τ +RVA and they do so within

2δ time of each other. The optimistic safety and liveness properties of CD ensure that all correct

processes in Entire obtain the value v by time τ +RVA +7δ, which proves the liveness property. ◀

Next, we prove the agreement property.

▶ Theorem 48 (Agreement). Algorithm 9 satisfies agreement.

Proof. Suppose (1) there are up to y′
faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes

in Entire start executing Algorithm 9 within 2δ time of each other. Therefore, VA satisfies the

properties of validated agreement: all correct processes in Committee decide the same valid value

v. We now distinguish two scenarios:

Let there exist a correct process pi ∈ Entire such that pi inputs (v′, 1) to Algorithm 9, for some

value v′
. In this case, due to the assumptions on the committee broadcast primitive, every correct

process pj ∈ Entire inputs (v′, ·) to Algorithm 9. As VA satisfies strong validity, v′ = v. Hence,

all correct processes output the same value in this case.

Let no correct process pi ∈ Entire input (·, 1) to Algorithm 9. In this case, all correct processes

in Entire output v.

The agreement property is satisfied as it holds in both possible scenarios. ◀

Finally, we prove the strong validity property.

▶ Theorem 49 (Strong validity). Algorithm 9 satisfies strong validity.

Proof. Suppose (1) there are up to y′
faulty processes in Committee, and (2) all correct processes

in Entire start executing Algorithm 9 within 2δ time of each other. Let all correct processes input a

pair (v, ·), for some value v. If a correct process inputs (v, 1), then it will output v. Otherwise, As

VA satisfies strong validity, all correct processes in Committee decide v from VA and disseminate

v. Therefore, the safety property of CD ensures that no correct process outputs a value different

from v. ◀

Proof of complexity. Lastly, we prove that each correct process sends O(L + x log x) + BVA bits.

▶ Theorem 50 (Complexity). Each correct process sends O(L + x log x) + BVA bits in Algorithm 9

(even if more than x′
processes in Entire are faulty).

Proof. Consider any correct process pi. Process pi sends at most BVA bits in VA (if pi ∈
Committee). Moreover, process pi sends O(L + x log x) bits in CD, which concludes the proof. ◀

C.2 Finisher: Implementation & Proof

Our implementation of the finisher primitive (Module 4) is presented in Algorithm 10.

Proof of correctness & complexity. The following theorem proves the correctness and complexity

of Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 10 Finisher: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants:

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: Uses:

4: Synchronizer among Entire, instance S ▷ see Module 6

5: Local variables:

6: Value vi ← ⊥ ▷ pi’s input

7: upon input(Value v, {0, 1} ∋ g):
8: vi ← v
9: if g = 1:
10: invoke S.wish_to_advance()

11: upon S.advance():
12: trigger output(vi) ▷ wait for the input if necessary

▶ Theorem 51 (Algorithm 10 implements finisher). Algorithm 10 implements the specification of

the finisher primitive (Module 4).

Proof. We prove all the properties of the finisher primitive:

Preservation: A correct process necessarily outputs the value that it has previously input.

Justification: Assume a correct process outputs a value (line 12). Due to the justification property

of the synchronizer instance S , a correct process pj has invoked a S.wish_to_advance() request
(line 10), which implies that pj has input (·, 1) due to the check at line 9.

Agreement: This property is ensured due to the justification property and the assumption that

if a correct process proposes (v, 1), then every correct process proposes (v, ·).
Totality: Holds due to S’s totality property and the assumption that all processes input within

2δ of each other.

Liveness: Holds due to S’s liveness property.
Complexity: Holds due to S’s complexity property.

As all properties of the finisher primitive are satisfied, the theorem holds. ◀

C.3 Proof of Correctness & Complexity

For the reader’s convenience, we recall the implementation of ErrorFreeExt in Algorithm 11.

Proof of correctness. As ErrorFreeExt is a recursive distributed algorithm, we start by showing

that ErrorFreeExt executed among a single process is correct.

▶ Theorem 52 (ErrorFreeExt is correct when x = 1). If x = 1 (i.e., the system contains a single

process), then ErrorFreeExt is a correct validated agreement algorithm.

Proof. Let pi be the only correct process. Strong validity follows from the fact that pi decides its

proposal. Due to the assumption that pi’s proposal is valid, the external validity property is satisfied.

Finally, termination, integrity, and agreement trivially hold. ◀

The next lemma is crucial. It proves that all correct processes behave according to assumptions

specified in the specification of ErrorFreeExt’s building blocks. Recall that we assume the

following: (1) all correct processes propose to ErrorFreeExt within 2δ time of each other, and

(2) all correct processes propose valid values to ErrorFreeExt. Moreover, the specification of

ErrorFreeExt needs to be ensured only if there are less than x/3 failures in Entire; recall that
Entire is the set of processes that operates in ErrorFreeExt.

▶ Lemma 53. Let O (resp., O’) be any object in {GCsv,GCℓ,GC1,GC2, CBℓ, CB1, CB2,Fℓ,F2}
(resp., {CBℓ, CB1, CB2,Fℓ,F2}). The following holds:
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Algorithm 11 ErrorFreeExt: Pseudocode (for process pi)

1: Participants: ▷ due to the recursive nature of ErrorFreeExt, we explicitly state its set of participants

2: Entire ⊆ Π with |Entire| = x processes

3: Constants:

4: Set(Process)H1 = {p1, p2, ..., p⌈ x
2 ⌉} \ {pℓ} ▷ pℓ is a default leader, e.g., pℓ = p1

5: Set(Process)H2 = {p⌈ x
2 ⌉+1, ..., px} \ {pℓ}

6: Integer β = 7 ▷ the constant β is explained in Appendix C.1.2

7: ▷ the concrete values of R1 and R2 can be computed using the recursive equation presented in Appendix C

8: Integer R1 = the worst-case latency complexity of ErrorFreeExt amongH1 with up to |H1|/3 failures

9: Integer R2 = the worst-case latency complexity of ErrorFreeExt amongH2 with up to |H2|/3 failures

10: Time timeout1 = (R1 + 2 + β)δ
11: Time timeout2 = (R2 + 2 + β)δ

12: Uses:

13: Graded consensus among Entire, instances GCsv , GCℓ, GC1, GC2 ▷ bits: O(nL + n2 log n), rounds: 8
14: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire, {pℓ}, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CBℓ

15: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire,H1, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CB1
16: Committee broadcast ⟨Entire,H2, ErrorFreeExt⟩, instance CB2
17: Finisher, instances Fℓ, F2

18: Local variables:

19: Value vi ← ⊥ ▷ pi’s proposal

20: Timer timer0, timer1, timer2

21: upon propose(Value v):
22: vi ← v
23: invoke GCsv .propose(vi)

24: upon GCsv .decide(Value v0, {0, 1} ∋ g0):
25: vi ← v0
26: timer0.measure

(
(2 + β)δ

)
27: invoke CBℓ.input(v0, g0)

28: upon CBℓ.output(Value v′):
29: invoke GCℓ.propose(v′)

30: upon timer0 expires:

31: invoke GCℓ.propose(vi)

32: upon GCℓ.decide(Value vℓ, {0, 1} ∋ gℓ):
33: vi ← vℓ

34: invoke Fℓ.input(vℓ, gℓ)
35: wait for 3δ ▷ if pℓ is correct and f < n/3, decision is made at line 38, without additional step

36: invoke GC1.propose(vℓ)

37: upon Fℓ.output(Value v):
38: trigger decide(v) ▷ will be triggered after O(δ) time if pℓ is correct and f < n/3
39: wait for 2δ, and stop executing ErrorFreeExt

40: upon GC1.decide(Value v1, {0, 1} ∋ g1):
41: vi ← v1:
42: invoke timer1.measure(timeout1)
43: invoke CB1.input(v1, g1)

44: upon CB1.output(Value v′):
45: invoke GC2.propose(v′)

46: upon timer1 expires:

47: invoke GC2.propose(vi)

48: upon GC2.decide(Value v2, {0, 1} ∋ g2):
49: vi ← v2
50: invoke F2.input(v2, g2)
51: wait for 3δ ▷ ifH1 is healthy and f < n/3, decision is made at line 55, without additional step

52: invoke timer2.measure(timeout2)
53: invoke CB2.input(v2, g2)

54: upon F2.output(v):
55: trigger decide(v) ▷ will be triggered after O(fδ) time if the first half is healthy, but not p1
56: wait for 2δ, and stop executing ErrorFreeExt

57: upon CB2.output(v′):
58: trigger decide(v′), wait for 2δ, and stop executing ErrorFreeExt

59: upon timer2.expires: ▷ after O(tδ) time

60: trigger decide(vi), wait for 2δ, and stop executing ErrorFreeExt ▷ implies f > n/3
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All correct processes input valid values only to O and they do so within 2δ time of each other.

If a correct process inputs a pair (v, 1), for any value v, to any objectO′
, no correct processes inputs

a value different from (v, ·) to O′
.

All correct processes decide a valid value from ErrorFreeExt and do so within 2δ time of each

other.

Proof. Let pi and pj denote any two correct processes. To prove the lemma, we consider every

considered object:

GCsv : Process pi proposes a valid value to GCsv (line 23) as (1) pi forwards to GCsv its proposal to

ErrorFreeExt, and (2) pi’s proposal to ErrorFreeExt is valid. Moreover, all correct processes

propose to GCsv within 2δ time of each other as they all propose to ErrorFreeExt within 2δ

time of each other.

CBℓ: Process pi inputs a valid value v to CBℓ (line 27) as (1) pi decides v from GCsv , (2) the

justification property of GCsv ensures that v was proposed to GCsv by a correct process, and (3)

only valid values are proposed to GCsv by correct processes. Moreover, all correct processes

input to CBℓ within 2δ time of each other as all correct processes decide from GCsv within

2δ time of each other (as GCsv is executed for a fixed time duration and all correct processes

propose to GCsv within 2δ time of each other).

Suppose pi inputs a pair (v, 1) to CBℓ, for some value v. That implies that pi has previously

decided (v, 1) from GCsv . The consistency property of GCsv implies that pj decides (v, ·) from
GCsv and inputs the same pair to CBℓ.

GCℓ: Let us consider two possibilities for pi’s proposal v to GCℓ:

Suppose pi proposes v at line 29. In this case, v is a valid value due to the external validity

property of CBℓ.

Suppose pi proposes v at line 31. In this case, v is pi’s decision from GCsv . Therefore, v is

valid as (1) it was proposed by a correct process to GCsv (due to the justification property of

GCsv), and (2) correct processes propose only valid values to GCsv .

Let pk denote the first correct process to propose to GCℓ; let that happen at some time τ . We

distinguish two scenarios:

Let pk propose at line 29. In this case, the totality property of CBℓ ensures that all correct

processes propose to CBℓ by time τ + 2δ.

Let pk propose at line 31. As all correct processes set their timer timer0 within 2δ time of

each other, timer0 at any correct process expires by time τ + 2δ.

Fℓ: Process pi inputs a valid value v to Fℓ as (1) pi decides v from GCℓ, (2) the justification

property of GCℓ ensures that v was proposed by a correct process, and (3) only valid values are

proposed to GCℓ by correct processes. Moreover, all correct processes input to Fℓ within 2δ

time of each other as all correct processes decide from GCℓ within 2δ time of each other. Finally,

the consistency property of GCℓ ensures that if a correct process inputs (v, 1) to Fℓ, for any

value v, then all correct processes input (v, ·).
GC1: Process pi proposes a valid value v as (1) pi decides v from GCℓ, (2) the justification

property of GCℓ ensures that v was proposed by a correct process, and (3) only valid values are

proposed to GCℓ by correct processes. Similarly, all correct processes propose to GC1 within 2δ

time of each other as all correct processes decide from GCℓ within 2δ time of each other and all

correct processes wait for exactly 3δ time before proposing to GC1.

CB1: Process pi proposes a valid value v to CB1 as (1) pi decides v from GC1, (2) the justification

property of GC1 ensures that v was proposed to GC1 by a correct process, and (3) only valid

values are proposed to GC1 by correct processes. Moreover, all correct processes input to CB1
within 2δ time of each other as all correct processes decide from GC1 within 2δ time of each

other. Lastly, the consistency property of GC1 ensures that if a correct process inputs (v, 1) to
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CB1, for any value v, then all correct processes input (v, ·).
GC2: Let us consider two possibilities for pi’s proposal v to GC2:

Suppose pi proposes v at line 45. In this case, v is a valid value due to the external validity

property of CB1.

Suppose pi proposes v at line 47. In this case, v is pi’s decision from GC1. Thus, v is valid as

(1) it was proposed by a correct process to GC1 (due to the justification property of GC1), and

(2) correct processes propose only valid values to GC1.

Let pk denote the first correct process to propose to GC2; let that happen at some time τ . We

distinguish two scenarios:

Let pk propose at line 45. In this case, the totality property of CB1 ensures that all correct

processes propose to GC2 by time τ + 2δ.

Let pk propose at line 47. As all correct processes set their timer timer1 within 2δ time of

each other, timer1 at any correct process expires by time τ + 2δ.

F2: Process pi inputs a valid value v to F2 as (1) pi decides v from GC2, (2) the justification

property of GC2 ensures that v was proposed by a correct process, and (3) only valid values are

proposed to GC2 by correct processes. Moreover, all correct processes input to F2 within 2δ

time of each other as all correct processes decide from GC2 within 2δ time of each other. Finally,

the consistency property of GC2 ensures that if a correct process inputs (v, 1) to F2, for any

value v, then all correct processes input (v, ·).
CB2: Process pi proposes a valid value v to CB2 as (1) pi decides v from GC2, (2) the justification

property of GC2 ensures that v was proposed to GC2 by a correct process, and (3) only valid

values are proposed to GC2 by correct processes. Moreover, all correct processes input to CB2
within 2δ time of each other as all correct processes decide from GC2 within 2δ time of each

other. Lastly, the consistency property of GC2 ensures that if a correct process inputs (v, 1) to
CB2, for any value v, then all correct processes input (v, ·).
Lastly, we prove that all correct processes decide a valid value within 2δ time of each other. We

first prove that all correct processes decide a valid value. Let us consider all possibilities for pi’s

decision v:

Suppose pi decides v at line 38. The preservation property of Fℓ ensures that v was input to Fℓ.

As all correct processes input only valid values to Fℓ, v must be valid.

Suppose pi decides v at line 58. In this case, v is a valid value due to the external validity property

of CB2.

Suppose pi decides v at line 60. In this case, v is the value decided from GC2. Therefore, v is a

valid value due to (1) the justification property of GC2, and (2) the fact that correct processes

only propose valid values to GC2.

We now prove all correct processes decide within 2δ time of each other. Let pk denote the first

correct process to decide; let that happen at some time τ . We distinguish three scenarios:

Let pk decide at line 38. In this case, the totality property of Fℓ ensures that all correct processes

decide by time τ + 2δ.

Let pk propose at line 58. In this case, the totality property of CB2 ensures that all correct

processes decide by time τ + 2δ.

Let pk propose at line 60. As all correct processes set their timer timer2 within 2δ time of each

other, timer2 at any correct process expires by time τ + 2δ.

Let us remark that no process stops before every correct process decides, because of the 2δ waiting

step, at lines 39, 56, 58 and 60. Thus, the lemma holds. ◀

The following theorem proves that ErrorFreeExt satisfies strong validity.

▶ Theorem 54 (Strong validity). ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) satisfies strong validity.
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Proof. Suppose all correct processes propose the same value v; recall that all correct processes do

so within 2δ time of each other. Hence, all correct processes decide (v, 1) from GCsv , which implies

that all correct processes input (v, 1) to CBℓ. The stability property of CBℓ ensures that all correct

processes propose v to GCℓ, which implies that every correct process decides (v, 1) from GCℓ (due

to the strong validity property of GCℓ). Thus, all correct processes propose (v, 1) to Fℓ. Let τ denote

the first time a correct process proposes to Fℓ. Lemma 53 proves that all correct processes propose

to Fℓ by time τ +2δ. Moreover, the liveness property of Fℓ ensures that all correct processes output

v from Fℓ (and decide v from ErrorFreeExt) by time τ + 3δ, which is before any correct process

finishes its 3δ waiting (line 35). Therefore, strong validity is ensured. ◀

Next, we prove the external validity property.

▶ Theorem 55 (External validity). ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) satisfies external validity.

Proof. The property is ensured due to Lemma 53. ◀

We now prove that if process pℓ is correct, then all correct processes agree on a common value

after Fℓ (without executing GC1).

▶ Lemma 56. If process pℓ is correct, correct processes agree on a common value after the first finisher

Fℓ at line 38 in O(δ) time (and without executing GC1).

Proof. Suppose pℓ is correct. Then, every correct process outputs the same value v from CBℓ

(line 28) before timer0’s expiration (line 30) due to CBℓ’s optimistic consensus property. Hence,

all correct processes propose v to GCℓ within 2δ time of each other (line 36). Due to GCℓ’s strong

validity, every correct process outputs (v, 1) from GCℓ (line 40). This means that all correct processes

propose (v, 1) to Fℓ within 2δ time of each other (line 34). Finally, due to Fℓ’s liveness, every

correct process outputs v from Fℓ (line 37), decides v and stops at line 38 before the end of the

3δ-waiting step (line 35). ◀

The next lemma proves a connection between (1) Fℓ and GCℓ, and (2) F2 and GC2.

▶ Lemma 57. If a correct process decides some value v after Fℓ at line 38 (resp., F2 at line 55), then

every correct process that decides from GCℓ (resp., GC2) does so with a pair (v, ·).

Proof. Assume a correct process decides v at line 38 (resp., line 55) upon getting an output at line 37

(resp., line 54) from Fℓ (resp., F2). By finisher’s justification and preservation, some correct process

inputs (v, 1) to Fℓ (resp., F2) at line 34 (resp., line 50). By the consistency property of GCℓ (resp.,

GC2), every correct process that outputs a pair from GCℓ (resp., GC2) at line 32 (resp., line 48) does

so with a pair (v, ·). ◀

Next, we prove that correct processes decide the same value within 2δ time of each other if a

correct process decides after Fℓ.

▶ Lemma 58. If a correct process decides some value v at time τ after Fℓ at line 38, then every correct

process decides v by time τ + 2δ.

Proof. If a correct process decides some value v at time τ after the first finisher Fℓ at line 38, then

Lemma 57 implies that every correct process that outputs from GCℓ does so with a pair (v, ·). Thus,
due to GC1’s strong validity, no correct process outputs a pair different from (v, 1) from GC1. Hence,

no correct process can decide a value different from v, due to strong validity of GC2 and stability of

CB2. Moreover, by Fℓ’s totality, every correct process decides v by time τ + 2δ. ◀
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The following lemma proves that if the first half is “healthy”, then all correct processes agree on

a value. In the following, we define L(x, fx) as the latency of ErrorFreeExt, executed among x

processes with fx actual failures.

▶ Lemma 59. Let f1 denote the actual number of failures in H1 and let f1 < |H1|/3. Then, all
correct processes decide the same value v from ErrorFreeExt and they so in O(δ) + L(|H1|, f1) time

since starting ErrorFreeExt (and without executing CB2).

Proof. If a correct process decides some value v at time τ after Fℓ at line 38, then every correct

process decides v by time τ + 2δ (by Lemma 58). Suppose no correct process decides after Fℓ at

line 38 by time τ ∈ O(δ) + L(|H1|, f1). Hence, all correct processes participate in CB1 and they

start doing so within 2δ of each other; let all correct processes start CB1 by some time τ ′
. Due to the

optimistic consensus property of CB1, all correct processes output (line 44) the same value v′
from

CB1 by time τ ′ + L(|H1|, f1) + 7δ. Thus, all correct processes propose v′
to GC2 (line 45), which

means, due to GC2’s strong validity and F2’s liveness that all correct processes decide (line 55) a

common value by time O(δ) + L(|H1|, f1) before the end of the 3δ-waiting step (line 51).

In all cases, correct processes decide a common value by time O(δ) + L(|H1|, f1) without

executing CB2. Therefore, the lemma holds. ◀

Finally, we are ready to prove the agreement property of ErrorFreeExt.

▶ Theorem 60 (Agreement). ErrorFreeExt satisfies agreement.

Proof. If pℓ is correct orH1 is “healthy” (containing less than one-third of faulty processes), the

lemma holds due to Lemma 56 or Lemma 59, respectively. Assume pℓ is faulty andH1 is not healthy.

Hence,H2 must be healthy. If a correct process decides some value v at time τ after Fℓ at line 38,

then every correct process decides v by time τ + 2δ (by Lemma 58). Assume no correct process

decides after Fℓ at line 38.

If some correct process decides after F2 at line 55 by time τ2, then, by Lemma 57, every correct

process outputs (v, ·) from GC2 (line 48). Then, due to CB2’s optimistic consensus property, every

correct process either decides v at line 58 (obtained from CB2 at line 57) or first decides v at line 55

after the second finisher F2.

Assume no correct process decides after the second finisher F2 at line 55. Then, by CB2’s

optimistic consensus, all correct processes agree at line 58 on some value. ◀

We next prove that ErrorFreeExt satisfies integrity.

▶ Theorem 61 (Integrity). ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) satisfies integrity.

Proof. The integrity property follows directly from the algorithm as no correct process decides

more than once. ◀

Finally, we prove the termination property of ErrorFreeExt.

▶ Theorem 62 (Termination). ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) satisfies termination.

Proof. The termination property follows directly from Lemma 53. ◀

Proof of complexity. We start by proving ErrorFreeExt’s bit complexity.

▶ Theorem 63 (Bit complexity). The bit complexity of ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) is O
(
(nL +

n2) log n
)
.
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Proof. To analyze the (total) bit complexity of ErrorFreeExt, we focus on the per-process bit

complexity of ErrorFreeExt with f failures. (We underline that f is the actual number of failures

and it is not known to processes.) Let us denote by B(n, f) the per-process bit complexity of

ErrorFreeExt executed among n processes out of which exactly f processes are faulty. We express

B(n, f) through three specific cases: (1) n = 1, (2) the predetermined leader pℓ is a correct process,

and (3) the predetermined leader pℓ is faulty. Moreover, let f1 (resp., f2) denote the actual number

of faulty processes inH1 (resp.,H2). Note that f = f1 + f2 if pℓ is correct and f = f1 + f2 + 1 if

pℓ is faulty.

The per-process bit complexity verifies the following inequality, where a and b are some positive

constants related to the different modules (with aL + b log(n) ≥ 4BGC(n) + 3BCD(n) + 2BF (n),
where BM(n) denotes the worst-case per-process bit complexity of moduleM among n processes):

B(n, f) ≤


0, if n = 1,
aL + b log n, if pℓ is correct,

aL + b log n + max
(
B( n

2 , f1),B( n
2 , f2)

)
, otherwise (with f = 1 + f1 + f2).

By induction, we show that, for every integer n, B(n, f) ≤ c(L + n) log n for some sufficiently

large positive constant c ≥ max(2b, a/ log 2). The base case trivially holds since B(1, 0) = 0. Let
n be a strictly positive integer. We assume that the result holds for any integer strictly lower than n.

By the induction hypothesis, max
(
B( n

2 , f1),B( n
2 , f2)

)
≤ c(L + n

2 ) log n
2 . Hence, B(n, f) ≤ (a−

c log 2 + c log n)L + (b + c
2 )n log n. Finally, B(n, f) ≤ c(L + n) log n, since c ≥ max(2b, a/ log 2).

The induction holds, which concludes the proof for the per-process bit complexity. ◀

Lastly, we prove ErrorFreeExt’s latency complexity, i.e., the fact that ErrorFreeExt is early-

stopping.

▶ Theorem 64 (Early-stopping). ErrorFreeExt (Algorithm 11) is early-stopping.

Proof. Let us denote by L(n, f) the latency complexity of ErrorFreeExt executed among n

processes out of which exactly f processes are faulty. (We underline that f is the actual number of

failures and is unknown to processes.) Let f1 (resp., f2) denote the actual number of faulty processes

in H1 (resp., H2). Note that f = f1 + f2 if pℓ is correct and f = f1 + f2 + 1 if pℓ is faulty. Let

LMdenote the worst-case latency of moduleM given exactly f failures (independent of n); this

moduleM can be graded consensus, committee dissemination and finisher. Let a′
, b′

and c′
be

some positive constants verifying:
a′ = (1/δ) ·

(
2 · 3 · LGC + LCD + LF + 2

)
= (2 · 3 · 7 + 7 + 1 + 2) = 52

b′ = (1/δ) ·
(
2 · 3 · LGC + LCD + max(LCD,LF )

)
= (2 · 3 · 7 + 7 + 7) = 56

c′ = 2a′ + b′ = 160.

The latency of ErrorFreeExt can be expressed as follows:

L(n, f) ≤
{

a′δ, if pℓ is correct,

(a′ + b′)δ + L( n
2 , f1) + L( n

2 , f2), otherwise.

By induction, we show that L(n, f) ≤ (a′ + c′f)δ. Since L(n, 0) ≤ a′δ, for any n, the base case

trivially holds. Let n, f be two strictly positive integers. We assume L(n′, f ′) ≤ (a′ + c′f ′)δ, for
any pair (n′, f ′) such that either (1) n′ < n and f ′ ≤ f , or (2) n′ ≤ n and f ′ < f , and aim to show

it implies the result for the pair (n, f).
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1. Let pℓ be correct. In this case, the result immediately holds.

2. Let pℓ be faulty. In this case, f = 1 + f1 + f2. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the following

holds: (1) L( n
2 , f1) ≤ (a′ + c′f1), and (2) L( n

2 , f2) ≤ (a′ + c′f2). Thus, L( n
2 , f1) +L( n

2 , f2) ≤
(2a′− c′ + c′f). This further implies L(n, f) ≤ (a′ + b′)δ +L( n

2 , f1) +L( n
2 , f2) ≤ a′δ + (b′ +

2a′ − c′ + c′f)δ ≤ a′δ + c′fδ.

The theorem holds. ◀
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